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PADUCAH, KY., SUNDAY MORNING, AUGUST 6. 1905. '
11. 0. L0VIN6 WANTED BAIL
IN 111[ SUM OF $10,000
Examining Trial Conducted In the Ci
Court Before Acting Judge Cross
Yesterday.
NEARLY ENTIRE DAY GIVEN TO CASE
Loving Called To Stand To Testify In
His Own Defense and Closely
Examined.
STENOGRAPHIC REPORT Of EVIDENCE
Yesterday morning shortly before
noon there was taken up in the police
court the case chargiog H. H. Loving
with killing H. A. Rose, and the pro-
ceeding wat beard by Lawyer David
Cross, who is presiding in that tri-
bunal during the absence of Judge
David Sanders at Stnititiand, where
he is visiting his family, which is
tpeading the stittlarter there.
The sotneeses introduced were just
those who had been before the coro-
ner's inquest the day before in the
City Hall council chamber, with the
exception of Mr. Vet-don Blow, the
Lpuisville stave and mill man, who
had to go home yesterday at noon.
.By agreement of both sides the testi-
mony he gave in the coroner's in-
quest was accepted for the examin-
ing trial and read. Adjournment was
taken at 12:43 o'clock until a O'clock
in the afternoon, when the matter
was resumed and continued until
about fl'o'clock last night, when the
opinion of the court was passed and
W. Loving was held to the grand
jury in Sto.000 bond, which he fur-
nished.
The testimony of the witnesses
was virtual:y the same as that given
at the inquest, and no, change was de-
veloped, either with the general wit-
nesses or medical testimony.
The witnesses were all summoned
by the prosecution, and after they
had finished Lawyer Corbett, for the
accused, made a motion to dismiss
the charge against .Mr. Loving. Act-
ing Judge Cross overruled the mo-
tion and at this the defense then an-
" 9 nip dee 4 *dr lellitddlit!ig introduce
11r. lowing, who hid,etever been on
the stand, neither had he made .any
statement whatever since the shoot-
ing, except the few words spoken
when he came out of hi, office into
the Fraternity building' hallway and
stated that he just had to kill Rose
to save himself. He .detailed every
incident 'connected with the shooting.
T1ir'1643*.roPfly O.4S11 .crowded with
hundred's 'of people who 'heard his
'statement,. ethieft the stenographic
report shows is at 10110•43:
;' ,
"When Rose arrived at the office?
wee * the private office talking to
,V. G. oar. beard Roes talk-
iszg;:colltIn , higegaidag't pant Ouch
, anti suddenly there
was a loud knock, or kicki esprded
to me like someone kicking-1de doer.
Suddenly Rose opened the door and
rushed into the room. •
"Mr Blow and I were sitting in
front of the table. Rose came op to
the title, ow the opposite side, in a
very excited manner, and hit down
en the tahl1, end said 'If you "don't
pay me that gyea, I will fiX you be-
wore IT o'clock, you — of a and
at the same time he had his hand
here (indicating his hip pocket) osi a
-pistol. it was far enough out of his
pocket that he had hold of the han-
dle.
the street in front of the Columbia
building and stood there for some
time.
"I went out to look for an officer.
I walked up ahd down the street both
ways. I thought I would get an offi-
cer and have him put out of the office.
I tobked for a policeman but I did
not want to create any disturbance.
friend Blow was there and
had come to see me on private busi-
ness, and I had been run out uncere-
moniously. I concluded I would
walk down home. I did so, and
stayed down there I suppose, ten or
fifteen minutes, and then came back
to the office. I had important bust-
nes there and I wanted to attend to
it, and I thought while I was gone
that certainly this man would go
away from the office.
"I went back to the office. I did
rot know that Rose was still in the
office when I got back. 1 had the
pistol in my pocket a frett.1 left the
cffice the first time. I had put it in
my pocket the day before, because in
conversation with Rose the day be-
fore he threatened me in a way that
I believed he was going to do me
bodily harm. Mr. Gilbert, and his
son also, informed me of a threat he
had made.
"When got home.i went in and
sat down anp talked to my wife for a
few minutes, then wing upstairs to
the bathroom. I had the same pistol
in my pocket I had been carrying
since the day before. When got
back to the office I opened the door
with my right hand. Rose was the
fink person I sew when I opened tte
door, lie was sitting on the table in
the cegter of the room. When I often
cal the -door and entered the room he
jomped off the table with his face to-
wards the custom house, and turned.
He jumped off the table with his
hand back this way (I.oving placing
hi: hand to bis hip pocket to indicate
the position) and said to me, 'You
"I was sitting on a chair; I wa;
aftaid he would shoot me before I
ould get out. I saw the condition
le• was in sad I rained AO* rip, and
said, '14..Rose, I don't, want any
controvetey with you; I 'don't wan't
anything more 'to do with you; I
have had trouble enough with yott.'
"I went out of the office and aft 114
went out througt the offlee.'I fteld It&
Mr. Gilbert. don't want any more
tronble with Rose; be hai threatened
me enough.' I went on over across
officer, and imaructed him to tele-
Pln5ne fbr the sheriff- or the Chief of
"Aose retired July 29th as president
of lhia concern. I learned that there
ad been some crooked workdone in
the business. I put Detective Moore
on tile ease to work it up and he lo-
cated two cars of lumber that had
been shipped out of our yard at Cairo.
After I. got this information I had a
conversation with Mr. Rose at Cairo.
Mr. Rose and I went to Cairo on the
Alth. When I got there I got inform-
ation from Moore that he had the ev-
idence up and I instructed him and
Mr. Cecil Reed, my attorney, to come
to Cairo and we would eake the mat-
ter up there. When Mr. Reed and
Mr. Moore arrived there they came
to the Illinois Central hotel, where
we stopped, and we all three went up
to Mr. Rose's room and when we
got up there I had Mr. Moore to read
the report in our presence, and I con-
fronted him with these charges, and
he, Rose, asked for a private inter-
view with me, and they stepped out
into the hall, and when they did so,
he told me he had the money in his
pocket with Which to pay it and would
Wen it over if we would not prose-
cute him. I told him that I did not
have any toward 'him and that
I was willing to do that for him, and
If he would turn the money over it
would be the end of it as far as I was
concerned.
"Mr. Reed and Mr. Moore came
'back in there and he turned over $9ots
which he claimed was all he had.
That was all that was done at Cairo.
We adjourned lhere to meet at Flour
noy & Reed's office after we returned
tc• Paducah.
"We returned to Paducah that
night and met at Flournoy & Reed's
office a little after 8 o'clock. Rose
and I agreed down there what we
would do up here. He agreed to re-
sign as president and turn over all
his interests in the company and his
good will and everything else. We
held a meeting in Flournoy & Reed's
office and be resigned as president
and transferred his stock back to the
treasurer of the company, and we
had a writing drawn up, signed by my-
self and Rose, witnessed by T. J.
Moore, setting tip this fact,.
• "So far as the newspaper article
which appeared in the News-Demo-
crat is concerned, I tried to 'keep that
out of the paper. I heard they were
going to publish something, and I
informed Mr. Rose, and I went with
Mr. Rose, Mr. Cecil Reed and Mr.
Hal Corbett, to the newspaper office,
and requested them not to publish it,
and stated to them that our affairs
had all been at-ranted heween me and
Mr. Rose.
"Rose always carried a pistol. I
have seen it frequently, last week,
and have seen it every few days for
the last two or three months. I have
seen him come in and sake his pistol
and lay it down on his desk in front
of him. There were telephones in
my private office and public office, but
I did not want to telephone for a po-
lice because I did not care to raise a
disturbance. It is two and oneeiralf
— of a — I'M kilt you,' and when 
bioeks from my office to my home.
he said tbet, I had the pitted in this 
and the same distance from office to
eity hall. Mr. Harrison was not mypocket (Loving put his hand ai his attorney at the time I surrendered toright plite poeketi). I didn't have on him after the shooting.any chat.
"I- telephoned to police headquar-"T puffed the pistol out. instantlY ters about ten minotee after the shootw n he said that and fared , it as4 ing. I knew before that there was a
,C k as I Plildi 1 Greg:10. firit shot telephone in the tie office next door.
T knew there were telephones all over
the building.
sweet character admired by all."I had my pistol in my pocket when
Rose first came in and said he would Mrs. Husbands is survived by three
children, Mr. Cook Husbands andfix me by It -o'clock if I didn't do '
something. I went back became I Misses Dow and Sallie Husbands, and
had business there 'The reason also a step-son, Mr. Gip Husbands.. I
Two brothers also survive, they be-did not make sure Rose was gone be- 
ng Messrs. James and John Cook, offore I went hack was because it was 
iPrinceton.my place of business and my friend
The funeral services will be con-Blow had come there to see me, and
ducted tomorrow morning at toI thouglit i had given Rose time
enough to get away. o clock at the family residence, by
Rev. W. E Cave, of the First Pres-I did not think it was necessary to
get an officer to go hack with me, bet- 
byterian church, who will be Resisted
cause I thought- surely he would be 
by Rector David Wright, of Grace
gone by that time. I didn't expect 
Episcopal church. Interment follows
any serious' trouble, and did not ward at Oak 
Grove cemetery.
any trouble or notoriety *limit it ff Ship Remains.
possible. I had had trouble enough Yesterday the remains of Mr. S. A.
al0011t that. Boyd were shipped to Cadiz, Ky., for
"I thtiught I would go home and burial. He died Thursday of milarial
Mille I was gs?rise he would go away fever am hi: home several mile, from
T pm my pistol in my pocket the day this city onFuntheerCal 
Today,
pike.
before became Mir. Gilbert told toe 
what Rose -had slid, and on accoont Mrs. France's Gainer's funeral will
ef Rose's threatening manner the day occur this afternoon at her home, 528
Woe. I betiteed T -wan in danger of Hayes avenue, in M'erhenieshtlrit. Shebentity harm. T was not in the habit died Thursday of malarial fever at the
age of sixty years.
into his body. I had stepped in on
opening the doer. I followed the knob
end 'tapped two steps in the room.
and when I fired I commenced walk-
ing bacic. At the same time that he
jumped up off the table Mk. Blow
jumped. up and ran opt past toe, and
when he it off the table in that at-
titude and said what he did to me, I
instantly fired as wick as I cssuld ai I
expeced him to do the game thing and
I threw up my left hand to ward off
the pistol where the bulk of my body
was.
"Whet, I fired the shot I befieved
that my life was in dasiger. When I
Ared the second stint of course I
could not see very clearly for the
smoke. I took It that be was corning
toward me Instantly I fired two
tidies more se tinkly-as I could, and
through the smoke I could see that he
was coming towards -me, fort I could
not state, buk- It praived afterwards
that he was faffineand the shots took
effect in his head.
".After the tholothig I walked nut
of the room end •went into the office
next 4c-ier to my office and gave my-
self up tip Harrison, who eras a city
was carrying-the pistol to protect NOW FORineself against Rose from whatever
might come up. That is the reason I
put it in my pocket; because I .had
been warned. I did not anticipate
any serious trouble with him.
"As a matter of precaution I had
the revolver under advice of friends.
When I walked to the middle door I
hesitated and listened. I saw Mr.
Gilbert, but did not hear him say any-
thing to me. Gilbert may have said
'Hold on Mr. Loving, I want to see
you,' but I did not hear its When, I
opened the door I opened it wide
open. In almost a fleeh the door wa-
wide open. Rose eva• sitting on the
east side of the table. Blow was in
front of him in a cl!air on 'the east
side.
"Blow's back was toward the cute
tern house, and Rose was sitting with
his side to the door. Rose got up
first. At that instant Mr. Blow pass-
cc put by me, in almost the same
breath.' Mr. Rose was sitting on the
table with his feet swinging off, square
en the table. Mr. Blow was almost
facing the door and Mr. Rose's left
side was to me.
"I did not know anything about
Rose having a newspaper statement
or article prepared for publication
about me. He wonted me to sign a
statement that it was all incorrect
about him shipping this lumber out of
the Cairo yards, and denying the
whole thing, exonorating him of do-
ing any crooked work. That was when
I told him I wanted him to stay away
from the office. He waned me to sign
the statement so he could publish it.
"He did not tell me that if I did
not sign that statement that be won't'.
publish a statement in the paper.
exposing me on any charge of forgery.
He did not accuse me of forging his
endorsement to a check. I suppose
the note is in the papers at the office
in the safe. I have not seen it since
it was put away, about the sth or 60
of July, when we came home. I have
not seen it since that time.
"I could hear Rose talking to Gil-
(Continued on Page Four.)
A Long
Lite Closed
MRS. MARY HUSBANDS DIED
AT HER HOME HERE
YESTERDAY.
Remains of S. A. 'Boyd Taken to
Cadiz—Funeral Today Over
Body of Mrs. Gainer.
.of carrying a pistol before then. I
Yesterday morning ae her 'home on
Tenth and Jefferson streets, Mrs.
Mary E. Husbands passed away after
an illness extending over a period of
several years, during whieh time she
has gradually grown worse and worse
until claimed by the hand of the
Grim Reaper.
The deceased was born July 2nd,
1836, at Christian county, 'Ky., and
wa• in her sixty-nineh year whin
claimed by death. She was the
daughter of Mary Elizabeth and John
Cook, and when quite young moved
with her parents, to Prinoeton, Ky.,
where the home was made for a num-
ber of years. Mrs. Husbands was
twice married, her first husband hav-
ing been Mr. John .Mt Bullock, of
Hickman, Ky., but he lived only one
year atter the unison. To Colonel
L. D. Husbands, of this city, she was
united in marriage September 3ofh,
1859, and then came to this place to
take up her home. She was his sec-
'.nd wife.
The deceased was one of the state's
most prominent- ladies, being known
far and wide as a cultured, refined
and well educated woman of high
standard. She was ever the center of
much attention from her friends un-
til her ill health overcame her sev-
eral years ago. Her beauty of youth
was retained into aged womanhood









Presented to President Roosevelt,
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er and there were -hort speeches in-
terspersed with handshaking and
then general conversation was indulg-
ed in while all present partook of •
buffet lunch:eon.. Soon afterwards
the representatives separated and re-
paired to their respective steamers
and these shortly moved out for
Portsmouth, where they are due to
arrive Monday, though the confer-
ence will not begin that day, as was
yesterday expected, but on Tuesday.
nonday will be giyen up to shore
recetotious by the commander of the
navy yard at Portsmouth and to in-
formal meetings of a social character.
Eeents leading to the meeting of
the envoys were picturesque. The
,bores were lined with people and the
waters of the bay were filled with
craft of every coneeiva•ble kind, gay
with Begs and bunting.
New York, Aug. 5.—Baron Komura
and 'Minister Takahira, the two Jap-
anese peace commissioner', together
with their suite, embarked for Oys-
ter 'Bay early today for their official
presentation to President Roosevelt
and the:- .etroduction by him to Ser-
gius W• an Baron Rosen, the
Ruesian rice -;•:. The ltaanese
were the first to star " r`e-t - Ba•
and, - - cording to e.o„ , will,
be first to meet the pres....
.1apanese started on their jour- I
• _ ii. an unostentatiote. manner. At
e'eltiek several carre. s drew up
from .of 'tic -oria, and
telehee of the betel baeati to place
be envoy.' hand -baggage in them. At
:o &clot* Baron Komura, -'ster
ekeltIra and Consul Genera' l'• Hda
.ed the first carriege. Sato
a • I W Denison, legal adviser to
the ,etnese envoys, and two of the
minor attaches of the suite occupied
the second and third carriages, while
the fouith was filled with Japanese
servants. The party drove to the
New York yacht club landing at the
foot of F-ast Twenty-third street, ar-
riving the, at 8:45, fifteen minutes
ahead of scheduled time. Commodore
Robert Evans, Jr., of the naval yacht
Sylph, was at the pier with three
steam launches with which to con-
vey the party to the United States
cruiser Tacoma, which was anchored
in midstream off the pier. Baron
Kenntge, Minister Takahira, Consul
General Uchida. M. Sato and Mr.
Denison were taken off in the first
launch, the remainder of the suite and
the servants following in the others.
There was no demonstration at the
pier, but the ansbasrador's salute of
nineteen guns was fired by the Ta-
coma a, the first launch drew up
alongside the cruiser.
M. Witte and Baron Rosen, the
Russian peace envoys, ft the yacht
landing about to a. m. As they
boarded the United States cruiser
Chattanooga they also were given an
anabassador's sahie of nineteen guns.
Mr. Witte, Baron Rosen and Con-
sul-General Lodygensky, in an elec-
tric cab, headed the procession to the
yacht landing. Prof. F. DeMartens
and Gen. Yermbleff followed in a
carriage. Several members of the
envoys' suite did not accompany
them but 'proceeded direct to Ports-
mouth by train. '
The Russian party reached the
landing at the foot of East Twenty-
third street fifteen menutes before re
o'clock, when they were due. They
were met at he landing by the Rus-
sian vice-consul, Ernest DeSchilling,
and by Assistant Secretary of State
Pierce. Mr. Witte and Baron Ros-
en envied the first of the launches to
leave the landing for the cruiser
Chattanooga, and the remainder of
the suite went in another. Mr. Pierce
went out in a gig from the Chatta-
nooga.
Opposite to the yacht landing is a
recreation pier, the side of which was
lined with carious persons when the
envoys entered the launches. When
Mr. Witte and Baron Rosen came in
view of this crowd a cheer went up
and there was a clapping of hands
and waving of handkerchiefs. Mr.
Witte and Baron Rosen, as well as
the other members of the suite, lifted
their hats and smiled and bowed in
reply to the cheering.
When the envoys were on board of
their respective seeamiers then the
crafts moved out to sea for Oyster
Ray, where they arrived shortly af-
ter noon.
Previous to this amid the booming
salutes of warships President Roose-
velt had left the shore ft Oyster Bay
and boarded the Mayflower to await
the coming of the envoys. The Jap-
anese were expected first and they
arrived accordingly aid they were
soon presented to the president. La-
ter the Russian envoys arrived and
arrived accordingly and were very
they too were presented to the pres-
ident. Shortly the preseident then
presented the two bodies to each oth-
BRITISH TROOPS IN BOSTON.
Pass Through City Where Predeces-
sors Had Such a Hilt Tirne.
Boston, Aug. 5,—The Forty-third
Canadian' regiment, Duke of Corn-wall's own rifles, arrived in this city
tcday from Ottawa obits way to Prov
idence, where the regiment will par-
ticipate in the celebration of British
Day. The statutory objection to any
foreign body of soldiery marching
through the commonwealth bearing
-rms was overcome by transferring
the militiamen to special trains on
the elevated railroad. By this means
the visitors reached the south termin-
al. where they boarded the train for
Providence. The regiment was in
command of Lieut. Cel. S Maynard'




Evansville, Ind., Aug. 5.—The demi-
ocrats of Evansville held a meeting at
Germania hall last night and organ-
ired a Hendricks club of aoo mem-




THE ILLINOIS CENTRAL ROAD
MAKES SENSIBLE PRO-
POSAL.
Physicians And Inspectors Will Ac-
company Here Excursion Trains
Run by Negroes.
Yesterday afternoon the city board
of health held a meeting at the office
of President J. W. Pendieftin Broad-
way beside the Cobb millinery eels-
tablislwnent. Al4 of them were there
with the exceptfon of Member Abe
Anspacher.
The session was the adjourned
meeting from the gathering several
days ago at the home of Dr. Pend-
ley, who was ill. Some citizens had
requested that the city be quaran-
tined against refugees and other:, but
the board' positively refused to do
this by a unanimous vote, supplement-
ed with their expressions that the
conditions were not of sufficient se-
riousness to warrant this drastic step
being taken against the outside world.
The members did, not reach their de-
cision until a full and complete dis-
mission which fulty canvassed the
situation, the sentiment seeming to
be that only one tve two scared par-
ties were desirous of quarantining.
As regards the negro excursions
coming into the city from the South
the Eighth of August, the board re-
ceived a liberal and appreciative
proposition from the Illinois Central
railroad through its local representa-
tives. This was that the road would
furnish free transportation to several
doctors and inspectors, who are to
he sent by the board to Memphis to-
morrow, in order they could come
back with the excursions run up from
that direction -by the darkies the fol-
lowing day, Tuesday. These doctors
and inspectors will make every darky
aboard produce a health certificate.
establishing the fact that they have
not been exposed to the yellow fever
prevailing in the South. In this mar-
net there will be avoided the possi-
bility of someone infected getting in-
to Paducah. The railroad along wilt
the proposition to give transportation
also signified its intention - of bearing
the expenses of the doctors and in-
spectors, as they were as anxious to
fully protect the municipality as any
individual or citizen. The board niem-
bers accepted. the proposal, and will
tomorrow bold another meeting to
designate what physicians and in'
vectors shall be sent down to a.,'-
company back the special trains bear-
ing the darkies.
that 
quarantine i; so severe
even the Southern fruit vessels
have to return to New Orleans to find
a port of entry..
the Week in Social Circles.
Surprised Friends.
Miss Clara Purchase and MT. Jas.
Terrell surprised their friends most
,chariningby Vi'edncsday by quietly
hieing themselves to Metropolis,
where they procured the necessary
and muchly desired documents, and
then had the ceremony performed.
Returning here the young people im-
mediately entered upon housekeeping
at the Terrell plantation sitting just
north of the city.
Possessed of an attractive form of
beauty of the brunette type, and of a
very sweet and winsome disposition,
the bride has always been one of the
city's most popular and sought for
young ladies. She is the daughter of
Assistant City Jailer Joseph Purchase,
who resides beside the city hall.
Mr. Terrell is the son of Contract-
or Edward Terra, and an energetic
and pushing young fellow, well
known to everybody. He has been
with his father on •their big farm
just north of town.
••••
Former Paducah GirL
The happy news was received here
last week that there had been an-
nounced in Chicago the engagement
of Misr; Katie Nelson Robins, of
4t-at place, to Mr. Willis Leon Greg-
- of Sheridan park.
bride is most charmingly re-
:. tered here as a dainty, cultured
are' '•',,I1Ply educated young lady who
.•.• resided in this city, she be-
'laughter of Mr. Ad Mrs. W.
-s. The former of whom for
queensware dealer in
who is now engaged in
:n the Windy City. She
4.. a •••••••• • or 'Ile local schools and
7' 43. Richardson, of
r Clark street.
ory• -nes of a prominent
;ami` and is known to a
'ter r- cab friends, made
terf6- to this city.
A yet the 'ate for the nuptials
l's not bee- • t. and it is hoped the




Mr. John Birth, of 329 South Third
street, was delightfully entertained
Wednesday evening by a happy sur-
prise party tendered him in compli-
ment to the anniversary of his birth-
day. The affair was given by the
Lutheran society and others, and a
gay time had at that well known
home, whcer they unexpectedly
swooped down. During the evening
light refreshments were partaken of.
Those there were Rev. and Mrs. A.
C. Then, Mr. and Mrs. J. Birth, Me.
and Mrs. Henry Kamleiter, Mr. and
Mks. F. Hummell. Jr., Mr. and Mks.
0. D. Schmidt, Mrs. H. Runge, Mice
Katietacker, Miss Sophia May Hum-
mel, Miss Lillian Kettler, Miss Dora
Hummel. Miss Sophia Backer. Miss
Louisa Beyer. Mies Theresa Hummel,
Miss Stella Kettler, Mr. Alex* Mitch-
ell. Mr. Win. Rottgering. Mr. Gus
Whemann. Mr. Wm. DeKamp, Mr.




Mr. Frank Bennett, of Livingston
county, was the guest of honor for a
delightful social given Monday even-
ing by Mk. and Mts. VVN1liam R. Jones
at their home on Bridge street in
Mechanicsburg. Palms, ferns and
emihtx were used in decorating the
home prettily in a color scheme of
green and yellow, while the arrange-
ments in this respect continued into
the dainty ices and refreshments serv-
ed. A Most enjoyable time was had
by the guests, who were Mrs. Anna
L. Watson, Miss Maude Callen, Miss
Bertie Leonard, Misses Beulah and
Bertie roach, Miss Bertie Kladden of
Louisville, Miss Hortense Thurman,
Mr. and Mire. Tark Son, Mr. and 'Mrs.
Roach, Mr. Rank Bennett. Mr. Rob-
ert Fear', Mrs. Frank Dugan, Mr.
Jesse Thurman, Mr. Will Larriett, of
Evansville and Mrs. Jack Mills.
•••
Reception flows.
The hoard of directors for River-
side hospital ha s• established "recep-
tion hours" for the public, they being
from 2:30 until 4:30 o'clock the af-
ternoons of Sunday and Wednesday.
The hours were tatabliehed only lase
week, but have taken on considerable
popularity already, because many peo-
ple visited the institution Wednete
rive
—liese hours are for the public.
wbo desire to be shown through the
handsome hospital that is one of
the most benetifel and finely furn-
ished in the entire state. Anyone
can be admitted at any time to visit
their sick friends, if it is deemed ad-
visable for the ailing to have callers.
bet these hours are for the entire
public, and everybody is cordielly
invited to come to the building,




Te 'big entertainment and barbe-
cue given Tuesday by Mr. Unite
Stevens at his home in the Love-
laceville section of the county, was
(me of the most delightful' and larg-
est attended affairs of a private fla-
re given recently. Mr. Stevens is
e of the best known tritest:co men
rid farmers of Western Kentucky
has prepared everything for a
time and delicious feaqt, the
grasaittrig
irk' of the many delicacies.
-toastmaster for the oce sion
was Dr. Z. C. Holland, of Graham-
vale, this county, while during the
meal speecheso were made by Colonel
Gus G. Singleton, Mr. Charles Weil,
MIT. fames Skinner and others. Quite
a crowd went down frotn here to en-




A crowd of happy young friends
were entertained Thursday evening
by Thomas Newell at the home of his
parents, Rev. and 'Mks. T. J. Newell,
of North 'Seventh street between
Broadway and Jefferson streets. The
popular litle fellow had about twen-
ty-five friends as guests for; the even-
ing, and furnished them with a de-
lightful gathering, many games and
other diversions being indulged in.
The entertainment came to a close




The garden party given Friday ev-
ening by the Newell Society of the
Broadway Methodist church was a
most delightful affair attended at all
hours by a large crowd of friends
and patrons. It was given on the
lawn surrounding the residence of
Mrs. William Eades, of Jefferson be-
tween Ninth and Tenth streets, and
about sixty of the city's most popular
and beautiful young ladies had charge




A few friends were entertained
Friday morning by Misses Miarjorie
and Clara Parks at their home on
West Jefferson street. It was a 'hap-
py assembly for the bevy of young
ladies, and during the card game the
prize was taken by Miss Marjorie
Crumbaugh.
'Following the contest refreshments
were served the guests who were
Mi=ses Emmy Fitzhugh. Muirjorie
Crumbaugh, Florence Pell. Fohel
Morrow, Suzanne Jorgenson and Mrs.
William Gilbert.
•••
Entertained at Cards. •
Yesterday Mrs. I. D. Wilcox enter-
tained a number of young lady
friends with a delightful card party
at .the home of Mrs. Ellen Morrow.
on Kentucky avenue 'between Fifth
and Sixth streets. Quite a number
were there enjoying the occasion,
which was complimentary to Mrs.
Mott Ayree, of Frankfort, Ky., who
is here with her husband during the
state military encampment at Wallace
park.
Sunday-School Picnic.
The Broadway Methodist church
Sunday-school class of Mrs. Samuel
Hubbard was given a picnic Friday
over the river, by their teacher. A
jolly frolic and general good time
was had by the crowd that consisted
of Marie Wilcox, Edna Eades. Mary
Lou Roberts, Corinne Winstead,
Henry Roberts, Leslie Puryear, Mar-
shall Puryear and Miss Ada Ritter.
the later of ,Hopkinsville.
0,0
Pirtsburg coal is proving to the pee-
pie that
coal
it is the beet and cheapest
Neighbor Quarrel
THINGS PATCHED UP AND THE
WARRANTS WERE DROP-
PED YESTERDAY. '
Each of the Culprits Entering Ed
Eaker Watermelon Patch Fined
Sect—Police News.
In the police court yesterday morn-
ing there was dismissed at request of
the city attorney, the warrants charg-
ing X. A. Croes, H. H. McGuire and
wife, and Milton and Elsie McGuire,
with breaches of the peace, as a re-
sult of the neighborly quarrel they
had several days ago at they homes
which adjoin each other on West
Harrison street. Things have been
patched up and no more interference
on either Aide is; expected.
Sherman Poindexter, Less Camp-
bell and Noah Smith were all fined
$2o and costs each for entering the
watermelon patch of Contractor Ed
Eaker, right outside of town and
kicking watermelons right and left
until about jinn worth were ruined.
They are all small colored boys.
Sam Gary and Gardenson Taylor,
both colored, were held over to the
grand jury in $roo bond each, they
being charged with breaking open a
b6x of smoking tobacco at the wharf-
boat, and stealing considerable.
There was held to the grand jury
Ed Hamilton, the negro charged with
stealing much copper wire, piping/
etc., down a.bout Fulton, Morse and
other points, and shipping it to this
city over the T. C.
James Taylor, white, was fined $to
and costs for using irisulting•and pro-
fane language, while he was assessed
a similar sum for fighting Chris
Brown. The latter was dismissed on
showing Taylor was to blame.
Minnie 'Campbell. colored, was fin-
ed $5 on a breach of the peace charge
There was rbismiseed the petty ler-
ceny charge against Lee Hart.
For being drunk and disorderly
Jesse Lane was fined itro and costs.
R. L. Overshiner and John Carl
were fined Sr apiece fOf being drunk.
Shot "Crazy John"
WILL FOX, COLORED, SHOT
JOHN COBB, OUT IN THE
COUNTY.
They Got Into An Argument Over
Some Gloves and Fox Claims
Shooting Was Accidental.
Deputy Sheriff Irvan Potter yes-
terday arrested Will Fox, a negro lad
twenty years of age on the charge of
shooting John Cobb, a darky of the
county, known as "Crazy John." The
accused executed bond for his appear-
ance next Thursday before Justice
Jesse Young, who issued the war-
rant.
It seems that some nights since the
two darkies had been out visiting
some female friends when they start-
ed back home and a discussion en-
sued over Cobb having some gloves
of the other darky's. Finally while on
the Whitney Howell farm where they
worked Fox entered the house and
got a shotgun that was- not loaded.
to try and intimidate Cobb into giv-
ing up the gloves. Cobb would not
be intimidated and Fox then put a
shell in the gun and claims he was
still using same in the nature of co-
ercion for the gloves when it went
off and sent .shot into the left side of
Cobb, who was painfully injured.
Deputy Sheriff Potter went out in
the county yesterday and arrested
Fox, who was brought here and gave
bond. He claims the shooting was
accidental, altogether. it occurred
last Thursday and was witnessed by
a ninnber of people.
HATFIELD HEIRS AFTER LAND
Claim Real Estate in New York Val-
ued at Over $soo,000,000.
New York, Aug. 5.—Joseph T. Cow-
an, of Dallas, Tex., dropped in on
New York yesterday for the purpose
of putting into motion a claim made
som etime ago by several heirs of the
late Andrew Hatfield for a large par-
cel of valuable real estate. It is de-
clared by these persons Hatfield own-
ed all that section of the city lying
west of Fifth avenue, between Seven-
ty-fifth and One Hundred and Twenty
fifth streets, part of which is now
Central park.
This tract, embracing 16to acres, is
worth much more than $400,000,000.
says Mr. Cowan, who appraises it at
more than a billion dollars, but is will
ing to settle on a reasonable cash ba-
sio, it is said, with the present reputed
owners.
The Hartsfield, or Hatfield, claim is
not a new one, but the heirs have now
got together, and, according to Mr.
Cowan, propose to take active steps
towards asserting their rights. Cowan
first came to Nlew York last Novem-
ber, and placed the claim befiore the
controller and the city chamberlain.
When the claim was questioned the
lawyer said he would go to the regi--
ter's office and procure the volume
of the records wherein is recorded the
lease to the city of Andrew Harts-
field's 16o acres for ninety-nine years
and a day, beginning with the year
1795. Mr. Cowan did not find the rec-
ord. He now asserts that a certain
individual,, who is known to him, sur-
reptitiously purloined one of the rec-
ord books containing a copy of the
lease. )t is now his intention to ap-
ply to the courts to compel the cus-




Indicted by Grand Jury on Charges
of Bribery—Four Cases.
Milwaukee, Aug. 5.—Charles F. Ills
ter, one of the wealthiest and most
prominent citizens of Milwaukee, was
indicted by the grand jury of Milwau-
kee county, charged with stealing
St4.00o belonging to the Wisconsin
Rendering Co., of this city.
At the same time an indictment was
returned airainsk Barney A. Eaton,
state senator, charging him with brib-
ery, and against two former supervis-
ors charging bribery.
The indictment 'against Pfister alleg
ee the accused was the bailee of four-
teen thousand dollars deposited • with
him for the Wisconsin Rendering Co.
for the purpose of obtaining for the
company a large and valuable core-
tract from the city. It is charged that
ir die) not expend the money for this




Ambassador, It Is Reported, Will
Retire From Service.
--
Washington, Aug. 5.—Edwin II.
Conger, ambassador to Mexico, has
started home and report has it that he
will not return to his poet.
Mr. Conger ha' been in charge of
the embassy at the City of Mexico for
only a brief time, fie went Mere
straight from San Francisco after
landing from China, where he had
been minister at Pekin. The fact that
he is now coming home is taken ac
an almost positive indication that he
has made arranoements to retire from
diplomatic life and to enter the polio:
ical field in rows.
Already speculation is .rife le to
who is to be Mr. Conger's successor.
-- -
roc a Week for The Register.
Falls In Bay
LOCOMOTIVE SINKS TO BOT-
TOM, DROWNING THE
ENGINEER.
Crowded Excursion Train Attached
Remains on High Trestle Over
The Water.
-- -
New York, August 5.—Engineer
William Mooney rolled with his en-
gine down a steep embankment at
Bayonne, N. J., Friday into Newark
bay and was drowned. The engine
plunged out of sight into deep water.
A crowded excursion train on the
Central Railroad of New Jersey was
left marooned and with passengers
panic-stricken on a trestle above the
bay, saved only by a loreaking coup-
ling-pin and the bravery of the lost
engineer, who went to his death while
in the act of setting the emergency
brakes. The train was running from
Atlantic City and had just passed ov-
er a bridge at moderate speed when
the train ran into an open switch and
was derailed abong with the tender
and two baggage cars. At this, point
the rails are laid on a deep embank-
ment, which forms the bridge ap-
proach, and the engine and tender
toppled over the embankment. The
coupling pin between the tender and
the first car snapped, leaving the
coaches, which fortunately stopped
still on the embankment. The fireman
saved himself by jumping. No pas-
sengers were injured.
LIGHTNING CAUSED APHASIA.
Woman, Dazed by a Flash, Found
Miles Away From Home.
New York, Aug. 5,—Thrown into a
fit of aphasia by a flash of lightning
last Sunday, Josephine Donohue, of
Brooklyn, was found last night wan-
dering aimlessly about the streets of
Huntington, L. I., many miles from
her horne'in Brooklyn. Meantime the
police of Prospect park have been
dragging the lakes for her body and a
general hunt about the city had been
iestituted. '
Miss Donohue, who is thirty-eight
years old, was listening to a band
concert in the park when the storm
suddenly broke. A bolt of lightning
struck a tree near by and the woman,
leaping from the bench where she sat
eith her father, ran shrieking through
the park. She was soon lost to view
and a consant search during frour days
lnad produced no trace of her. .How
she reached the Long Island town is
a mystery. From ;chat can be learn-
ed the woman ran through the park
in the downpour of rain, boarded a
trolley car and later changed to a
steam train which carried her far




Japanese Attack Repelled at AU Im-
portant Points
Godzadani, Manchuria, Aug. 5.—
Dispatches received from Korea- re-
port that the Japanese have begun a
simultaneous advance from Kuan-
choderi against the Militarist and
Piatsabang passes, but that both col-
umns weer checked under pressure of
the Russian advance detachments.
The Russian losses, the cfispatches
say, were insignificant,
japaneze warships are reported to
,he cruising off the mouth of Peter the
Great bay, on which Vladivostok is
situated, their lights being often vis-
ible from the Russian island.
Chinese arriving hoar the south
say that the yapanece are moat active
in establishing trade relations in
Southern Minchuria, that over a
score of large business houses -have
been established at Yinkow, and that
onoo Japanese sutlers; and larger trad-
er% follow closely on the heels of the
army.
*MRS. J. G. CARLISLE DEAD.
Former Cabinet Officer's Wife Suc-
cumb. on Long Island.
Babylon, L. I., Aug. 5.—Mrs: J. G.
Carlisle, wife of the former secretary
of the treasury, John G. Carlisle. died
briday at her country borne in West
Islip, after an illness of three weeks.
With her when she died were her
husband, her daughter-in-law, Mrs.
Wm. G. Carlisle, and her friend, Mrs.
Hammond. Mrs Carlisle, who wee
70 years of age, was a daughter of
Major John A. Goodeend, of Ccrving-
ton.
I The funeral occurs Sunday. Ex-
President Cleveland and wife are al-
reedy here te attend the services.
HICKMAN BOTTLED UP.
Train Passengers Must Have Health
Certificates.
Hickman, Ky.. Aug. 5.--The council
and health board have quarantined
against all infected districts, and re-
quire a health certificate from every
person entering the city on trains
from non-infecte8 districts. Boats
coming up the Miesissippi river will
not be allowed to land at all. Boats
coming down the river will be allowed
In land, freight, but no passengers.
No Haat Now
To cause the fresh paint to blister.
Painting done now will stay painted
;f we do the work.
Warren 8i Son, 114 North Shah.
Phone 541-N. _
L. S. DuBois, Prest H. C. Overbey, Vice-Prest. Wm. Hughes, Cashier.
STATEMENT
The Paducah Banking Co.
At Close of Business, June 30, 1905.
RESOURCES.
Loans and discounts   $203,070.84
Cash and exchange  33,182.75




Capital   










Do you want a first class job by an
expert workman? If you do take
it to
lohn Bleich, jeweler.
224 Broadway, Paducah, Hy.
4
r 4++44-4+4+.J E COULSON,
...P LAWNS.
Steam and Hot Water heating.
Mode 133. 5, Broadway.
4-144-4-1-t-04-1-4-144
",•••111=21
THE GLOBE BANK & TRUST CO
Of Padue-stli, Kentucky.
Capital and Surplus; .1/58,c)coco
ED P. NOBLE, PRES. 0. W. ROBERTSON. V. PRES.
N. W. VAN CULIN CASHIER.
Transacts all regular banking business. Solicits your deposits. Pays 4
per cent per annum on time certificate of deposits.. Safety boats in firs
proof vault for rent at $3 to Ito per year as to sate. You can" your own
key and no one but yourself has access.
New Century Hotel
DAWSON SPRINGS, KY.
This line modern hotel is now open under a new
management, for guests at, the
FAMOUS KENTUCKY WATERING PLACE






Superior Facilities for Office
Handling Freight, Machinery 2nd and Monroe
And Household Goods. Both 'Phones ii
P. D. Fitzpatrick. Supt.
Abram L. Well & Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Boiler-
Campbell Block.




We Write Anything in Insurance
Office 306 Broadway Phones: Office 385—Residence 1696
GO TO
HOTEL LAGOMARSINO
FOR YOUR DINNI art35e EVERY DAY ZXCEPT SUNDAY.
1z:30 UNTIL 2 P. M.

































































































































Paducah Traveling Men's News.
(Specially Reported.)
Brother Miltou Sanoheztreturned to
Padurah Friday from a ten days' trip
through the territOry.
Secretary H. C. Hoover arrived in
the city last Sunday from a two
weeks' trip through Western Tennes-
see. He say he has done sorpe good
advertising for the carnival. '
Brother R. S. Van Loon is in the
city today. He says business is as
good as ever.
Brother Louis Cdrnillaud arrived in
ttewn Friday and says he is selling lots
of bacon.
1Vhere is Brother Buchanan? We
haven't heard from him for weeks.
Brother Louis Rieke is in the city.
He says business is good in his' ter-
ritory.
Secretary Hoover leaves Monday
for a trip through his territory in the
intere-t of the Remington.
Our members are requested to
write their houses at once for contrib-
utions for the country store and have
them sent to II. C. Hoover, secretary
P. T. M C., 52o Broadway, Paducah,
Ky. This is important that we may
know what we are doing, and every
niember is requested to send such do-
nations as promptly as possible.
Brother I. W. Dobbins, of the Bel-
knap force, was in the city Friday.
Brother G. F. Buchanan is in the
-city today resting up from last week's
work. He says he is doing the busi-
touts of his career.
J. W. McKinnon, of the Ullman-
Starks Saddlery Co., is reported to be
pt Mertin, Tenn., this week fighting
lady mosquitoes.
Members of this association should
secure proper health certificates be-
fore leaving on their trip next week,
and avoid delay. Most of our mem-
bers have already secured same, and
those who have not should do so be-
fore going out.
l'res. Sandier says th;at the Western
hotel at Ripley, Tenn., has changed
hands and is now being run under
new management, and the service is
A i. The boys should give Or new
management every support, as they
deserve it.0
Brother Ernest Lackey, -alesman
for Hecht & Co., is a candidate for
councilman from the Fourth ward.
Beat vrishes, Erney, for a successful
race.
Our members do not seem to ap-
preciate the importance of sending in
the news every week for this column,
but if they wodd only flood in a fe
lines each week it would give us very
interesting news for this ceturtui. Each
member is requested to send us some
thing every week.
Brother Eugene Kahn was in Jack-
son !at week on hi• regular trip. He
says business is good.
The Monmouth Daily Review,
dated Aughst 3rd, says the great Park
er Amusement company Demona,
the young woman who loops the loop
in the ball, is improving and expetted
tc he out again in a day or so.
Brother J. W. .McGlather, • who
went fishing last Sunday to Lake coon
tyofail-s to make report. How about
it, Mc? Did you find any good game?
Our members are requested to ad-
vertise the fail carnival on the hotel
registers as they make the territory.
The Evening Star of Independence.
Kan., says tate following about the
Parker Amusement company, who
will furnish the attractions for our
fall carnival Sept. as to 30, inclusive:
"With music from a band and a
dozen organs, large and smaN floating
through the eireumambient, with the
big enclosure out on We-t Main street
a flood of light and with all the ap-
purtenances of a great amusement
company turned loose with the sole
purpose of amusing and attracting the
'public, carnival week was last night
ushered in.
"The crowds were limited the first
'night--thty always are the opening
night—but, anyway, a fair sized crowd
earl yeve until late at night partook
of the jars of the carnival, court,
"A striking feature of the C. W. Par
ker Aelatiosment company i- the lavish
fronts of the attractions and the bril-
liant lighting. The artistic use of gold
-and silver, together with color effects
obtained, and, added to this, the ilium
inations. makes of the court a ver4-
able fairyland, a dream, an Alladin's
product.
"The attractions ia every way come
up to the most roseate advance men-
tion made of them. They are, with-
out an exception, refined and e/egant,
and they also possess merit. They
arc designed to amuse and they fill
the bill. A more beautiful scenic spec
tade than the Alps has never been
conceived. Finer or more thrilling
moving pictures than the Electric the-
atre present, have never been shown.
Funnier fun factories than the Katzen
jammer Kastle and the Crazy House
or more complete animal and bird -cir-
cus with more or better trained per-
formers than the one on the Parker
court has never been presented.
"This high class continue, through
everything on the court until the hip-
podrome is reached. Then compara-
tives are dropped and superlatives
must, perforce, be used. It is the larg
est. the biggest and best big show
ever offered by any amusement corn.:
pany. The high dive of Miss Flor-
ence Spray, the loop of the loop by
the Girl from. Abilene. and the leap
of the gap by Miracle Milo are the
three most daring, acts in the world
ofieril. But these three headliners
do mot complete the big show. There
are acrobats, travezeind flying ladder
performers, slack wire walkers, trap-
ze head-lealancers, clowns, jesters
and others. In fact, the hippodrome
is a circus with the circus outclassed
III some respects." ,
Our members are requested to call
and settle dues to date that we may
save writing.
Members who wish application
blanks are requested to call at the of-
fice of Secretary Hoover, sao Broad-
way (Remington office), and get
them. Make an effort to send in one
(Si' two soolications each month until
we stop you.
The railroads,. and steamboat sillies
are going to make liberal rates into
the-City-this fall for our carnival and
we want each of our members to ex-
tend an invitation to their customers
to come to our city, get acquainted
with our bueiness people, and see the
carnival. We will be 'glad to see
• them.
; The carnival button will soon be
received from the press, and a certain
, number will be registered each mem-
ber for sale. See if you can't dispose
• of every one sent you.
Elks Building
!
THE ARCHITECT WILL HAVE
1 
THINGS READY BY TO-
MORROW.
Murray Lodge of Red Men Are Pre-
paring to Erect Building—Mater-
iii for Depot Coming.
—
Tomorrow night the Elks' Building
company will hold a meeting at the
, City National bank for the purpose
of ordering that bids be advertised
for from the contractors, proposing
what they will construct the new
liorne for on North Fifth oreet where
John Terrell's stable now stands.
Architect 0. D. Schmidt will have the
plans all ready tomorrow evening,
and it is probable bids will be limited
1 to August lath, this giving ten days
in which the builders can figure over
the work. The directors of the build-
ing company believe they can have
ground broken by the first of Septem
her. They would have done that long
ago but the architect has so much
work on hand he could not complete
the drawings and specification-.
How's 'This for Fine.
Tvio weeks ago there was instituted
at Murray, Ky., a lodge of Red Men,
the installation ceremonies being con
ducted by the Paducah brethren, who
went down in delegate force, headed
by L. L. Bebout, the leading officer
f Kentucky for the organization.
The lodge was started off with about
45 members and now A. Frutema, the
sachem. while here Friday stated that
the enthusiasm was -o great among
the members and the lodge was grow-
ing so rapidly, that arrangements had
already been made by the lodge to
erect its own building, the stock be-
ing subscribed right anarng the mem-
bership, and building erected by a
corporate company organized for that
purpose. This bespeaks most credit-
ably for the Murray organization that
bids fair to become one of the largest
and most flourishing subordinate hod-
1(5 in the entire state for this secret
order.
Material Ordered.
General Agent John T. Donovan, of
the I. C. railroad, states that the ma-
terial has been ordered foe enlarge-
ment of the freight ciepbt at Sixah
and Campbell streets, and that it
would shortly commence arriving
here. The architects have drawn the
plans for the enlargement that will
coat something like $s,000, and be
started on right away. The office
force will shift around, first oette way
and then another while operations are
going on.
Osten Bids Tuesday.
Next Tuesday. there will be opened
bids put in by contractors, proposing
figures for which they will construct
the new buildings and make special
improvements at the laundry and boil-
er department for the Illinois Central
railroad hospital on West Broadway.
Repair Fire Damage.
The empenters are at work repair-
ing the liamage done to the DeMert
dye works by fire last week, and also
the dental quarters of Dr. _Sydney
Smith above the Globe Bank and
Trust company. Verner M. Kline, of
the Niagara Insurance company, that
had a polity on the dental outfit, paid
Dr. Smith $scio for hie loss.
Quite Busy.
In all parts of the city business is
pretty lively in the building circle and
many new structure.; are going up,
some of them very substantial ones.
Shampooning, Bleaching, Dyeing,
Dandruff cured by electrical treat-
ments. Body massage, Electrical
Hairdressing Parlors, 431 Jefferson
street. The statute of Gen. John R. Castle-
man for the fbentain in Eastern Park
One person was killed and seven- is on its way to Louisville. it is the
teen hurt in a railroad wreck ,at Sorn- work of Miss Enid Vanden.
erset, Pa.
Over $29,000




The Contention Is That Concern
Could Not Use Over Twenty
Per Cent of Revenue.
Lawyer Thomas Crice stated y •
terday that he had the report made
of the bueiness transpiring while the
People's Home Purchasing company
existed, but same was too lengthy to
be published in full. The statement
of business was gotten off by Mr.
Henry W. Hand, the expert book-
keeper, who has been busy at the task
for several weeks past, and who plac-
ed the document in the hands of Law
aer Crice, who represents hundreds
of .the coptract 'holders that have .in.
stituted legal proceedings against the
corporation to wind up its business,
and who have also sued the stock-
Holders for the return of money paid
into the concern.
Mr. Crice said yesterday that the
report showed something over $29,000
had been taken in by the company
since it started busiuess sixteen
months ago, and that the books show
ed all the coin had been expended
for different things, with the excep-
tion of $2,60o now on hand.
In this connection Mr. Crice stated
that the contention of himself and oth
er lawyers representing contract bond
holders, was that the officers had no
right to expend more than twenty
per cent of this $2es000, and that the
remaining 8o per cent should have
been kept in the reserve fund, to be
ttsed for paying off the obligations
against the company and also to pro-
tect the holders of these contract
bonds.
Mr. Hand's report will be filed in
the circuit court and used there in the
trial of the different proceedings pend
ing.
As yet J. S. Bordeaux has not been
captured by the police authorities to
answer the different charge's. pending
against him during his connection
wita the concern. 
Bacon's
Drug Stores
Headquarters for Spaulding baseball




7th & Jackson Sts. phone 23'& Clay Sta., phone 38.
W. Mike Oliver. Geo. W. Oliver.




OFFICES: Benton. Ky., rear bank
Marshall County: Paducah, Ky.,
Room it4 Fraternity Building.








Is sthe cheapest on, the
market. We; also have
e-10 the bast Kentucky Coal
inyaducah. Get our pri-










Scrap Arises Over New
Being Built Out From
Husbands' Place.
Contractors Edward Laker and
Dick Penn have stopped work on
the new road tfiey are building from
the Gip Husbands place out for three
miles leading in the county. They
stopped on account of Supervisor
Bert Johnson, of the county roads,
sending them %%urd that he would
not accept any more of the gravel
the contractors put on the road.
This is the road over which there
arose a controversy when the con-
tract for graveling same was awarded.
Supervisor Johnson signed a paper
awarding Eaker and Penn the work
and then afterwards tried to back out
and take the contract away from
them. Some wanted Will Yancey to
have the contract. County Judge
Lightfoot made Supervisor Johnson
stand by his contract with Eaker and
Penn, but the latter was not satisfied
with them having the work, despite
teh fact that their bid was the low-
e t.
Now Falter and Penn have gone
on and graveled about 1,700 feet of
the three miles of new highway to be
built and several days ago they stop-
ped suddenly because Supervisor
Johnson sent them word he would
not accept any more of the gravel
the contractors were spreading cn)
the thoroughfare.
This suspension, as the result of
petty bickering, is causing the people
of that vicinity much inconvenience
and trouble as the roadway has been
graded but not graveled, and there-
fore not in the best condition possi-
ble for traffic.
Mr. Eaker said yesterday that he
did not know when they would he
permitted to go ahead with the work.
OWENSBORO BOY
WITHOUT ANY BONES.
Great Physiological Curiosity Dies
After Living Eight Years.
Owensboro, Ky, Aug. 5.—Roy
Shadwick, aged eight years, son of W.
W. Shadwick and wife, died yester-
day afternoon at the family home in
this place. The dead boy was one of
the greatest physiological wonders
that Owensboro has ever known. He
was born without a bone in his body,
and never acquired any during his
life,the peace of the bones, even
the skull and spine, being taken up
with cartilleges, similar to bone in
structure, but entirely unossified. On
this account his limbs could never
bear his weight and his muscles re-
sponded but feebly to the impulses of
the nerves. His limbs were easily
bent in any direction.
Disastrous floods are ravaging theFor perfection and parity stook* Aosta Valley in Italy. Twelve per-!I1 Dream toe cigar. sons have been drowned. L
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THE BUGGY SEASON IS ON.
PLETE LINE IN THE CITY. 0
RUNNING NIGHT AND DAY. L
WHEELS WITH THE BEST GRA
TWO-WIRE RUBBER TIRES AT
ALSO HAVE A COMPLETE LIN
DLES AND, IN FACT, EVERYTH
JEWELRY, BUGGIES, PHAETON
SPRING-WAGONS
DON'T FAIL TO CALL AND LOOK OVER OUR IMMENSE
STOCK, AND GET OUR PRICES BEFORE YOU PURCHASE.
SALES ROOMS NO. 212 BROADWAY; WAREHOUSE NO.
MEYERS STREET; WAREHOUSE NO. 2, THIRD AND MONROE.
WE HAVE THE MOS!' COM-
UR RUBBER-TIRE PLANT IS
ET US RE-RUBBER YOUR
DE OF MORGAN & WRIGHT,
THE LOWEST PRICES. WE
E OF HARNESS, SADDL17.S, BRI-
NG IN HORSE AND MULE
S, SURRIES, RUN-ABOUTS AND





PADUCAH REAL ESTP"'.21. WESTERN KENTUCKY FARMS. EAT/
MONTHLY PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. WESTERN
KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE UST
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR .r.
tDci-q W. WA,'" " Padsksah. at&
HEATING
Hot Water - Steam
I have the facilities for installing • complete steam or hot
water plant in your store or home so why not let me make
you an estimate on what it will cost to have it done in the right
way. Material and workmanship guaranteed first class.
ED. D. HANNAN.
S. W;Arnold
The real estate agents, has Stsa.oloo
worth of city property for sale toll
thirty-five farms: also three safes.
Haines for rent.
Telephone, old, zees. AI..
heu alsninitn. yr., the reliabb
book_ ma, asasturer, Blank Books
Job and ton binding. The onla
ezchis•ee hats% binder in Paducah
Uhrele we-% s .stecialty.
Subscribe For The R•gialve.




St. Louis and Tenessee River Pack-
et company—the cheapest and best
excursion out of Paducah.
$8.00 for the Round
Trip to 1 ennessee river
and return.
It is a trip of pleasure, comfort
and rest; good service, good table;
good rooms, etc. 'Boats leave each
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p. m.
For other information apply to Jas.




Highest price paid for second-hand
5-toN2es w2d
Ftutrzittare.
Buy anything and sell everything
218-220 Court at. Old phone 1316
Clem Pransioli.
Moving wagon in connection.
Dr. J. T. GILBERT
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN .
Phone re6. 400% Broadwa*,
PADUCAH, KY.
Dry Hot Air Baths given when in-











At Register Building, 523 Broadway.
JAMES E. WILHELM, President.
JOHN WILHELM, Treasurer.
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Entered at the postoffice of Padu-
cah, Ky., as second-class mail matter.
Terms to Subscribers.
One Year  $5-00
MOUthli  1.50
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• 'Veek  to
I ----wit Wilma to receive this paper
7- • should report the matter to
-ister office at once. Tele-
y Cu..-riberhuid 318.
s trie4.2 Mor i:ng, Aug. 6, 1905.
Far- Treaties.
in view t. le conference which
e -cns Tuesels, hi Portsmouth, N.
, looking t peace between Japan
and Russia the history of other sim-
ilar diplomatic incidents is of interest.
Among the. most important of the
world's treaties are the following:
The treaty "or Vaiphatia (1648),
which ended the thirty-years' war.
The peace of the Pyrenees (1659)
definitely marked the fall of Spain
from its position as the leader of
Europe. A historian says: "When
Spain signed with France the treaty
of the Pyrenees she signed away with
it the last reennant of the supremacy
she had exercised in Europe. France,
the victor, took the place of Spain
in the councils of the continept." By
the peace of Augsleurg (1555) relig-
ious freedom was asstned to Ger-
many thfd the war between Protest-
ants
I
arid taiholics came to an end.
The treaty of Utrecht in 1713 termi-
nated the war of the Spanish succes-
sion.
A number of the most important
treatiel ?it Modern Notary are known
as the treaties of Paris. They are
Six in nuenbe42,1ing bear the dates of
1763, 1783, Oh's,' 181s, 1856 and 1898.
The first of the series marked the end•
of the sevt-years' war. Among
other tOinge it Provided for the ces-
sion to Great Britain of Canada and
the region east of the 'Mississippi
river. The treaty of Paris Septem-
ber 3, 1783, between Great ,Britain
and the Unftici States, marked the
close of the American revolution and
retognized the independence of the
colonies. The aggressions of France
under Napoleon found their conclus-
ion in ,the treaties of Paris of 1814
and 1815, by • the second of wh*h
France wt's came:died to pay an in-
demnity teethe allies amounting in ale
to nearly 43°0,000,0o°.
In 1856 a treaty of Paris was con-
cluded among the powers at the close
of the Crimean war. It provided for
the neutralization of the Black sea,
and that it shotild be throw b open to
the merchant marine of every naticn.
Tl-c treaty of Paris of December
otos, terminated the Spanish-Ameri-
can war. Spain relinquished heheov-
ereignty in Cuba and ceded Porto
Rico, Guam and the Philippines to
the United States. For the Philip-
pines it received $2o,000,000. Other
important treaties were that of Ber-
lin, settling the Eastern question
(IP/8) and Frankfort-on-the-Main
(May' so, tti7h), securing peace 'be-
tween France and Germany.
Latin was formerly the language
in treat ø4 But treaties to whichtreed\
Eurbirean powers are partiesseveral
.,,generally drawn up inare now
nlai of which becameFrench, the
' time of Loins XIV,conmion ip the s
'sf the congress ofbat the final act e
likely to be made as the result of the
Portsmouithheltegkence will doubtless
•
Igo down in the records as the "treaty
of Washington," because of its origi-
nal fixed place of meeting and Wash-
ington being the capital of the states.
It is more than likely too, that the
'conference wile be held in Enhs
iout of distinct compliment to this
country. That the conference will
be marked with many features mod-
emn is certain but these, like much
else which is strictly American, will





\ce than.The treaty which is mos. t
htaine . a protestVienna (t8t5) cods
Hicks' Weather Predictions.
This is a good time of the year to
keep cool, if you can. An experi-
ment is worth the time as Hicks says
for the next four days the tempera-
ture will be higher than since the 1st.
He also predicts some storms for
these same four days, which may
bring relief about the 8th to Toth. He
adds the rith and. rath are reaction-
ary storm dates and a secondary se-
ries of disturbances will develop and
will last probably to about the 18th,
during which time rain and wind will
visit many parts of the country.
Change to very mach cooler will
come in from the northwest on the
heels of these disturbances, extend-
ing to the 21st. The 23rd to 25th will
likely bring a crises of summer heat,
followed by a decided and general
change to much cooler, with almost
or quite frost temperature over much
of the country to the northward. The
last week of the month will bring a
rtiblent storm period. Vidal waves,
seismic and earthquake phenomena
are ahnoot a certainty in many parts
of the globe not far from August 30.
Violent storms of rain, wind and
thunder will sweep over central and
northern states. Very 'cool weather,
with frost td he north, may be ex-
pected to follow this period. The cries
of the very cold wave will fall in the
opening days of September.
The Iroquois club of Chicago,
which is composed of many as bright
minds as can be found anywhere, has
taken up the question of government
regulation of life insurance compan-
ies, and proposes, if congress has the
jurisdiction, to place the companies
of the states under federal jurisdic-
tion. There are now two bills for
the governrrsentai regulation of insur-
ance pending in congress, one fath-
ered by Congressman Morrell and
the other by Senator Dryden, who
suggests a comprehensive system of
control. Neither has been acted up-
qn and the question of federal juris-
diction has never been presented to
the Supreme court. It is to the sup-
port of the latter proposition that the
Iroquois club and its supporters will
probably turn. Upon the action of
the Iroquois -club the people can
count a decision which must have full
influence with congress and bring
the people relief from any short-com-
ings from the life companies of the
country, no matter how large or how
email.
The Japanese and Russian pec
envoys met yesterday. President
Roosevelt formally introduced them
to each other. Monday the gentlemen
meet for the opening of their confer-
ence. The world .generally hopes
they will conduct their conference
with the least possible sparring for
time, for it is up to them to end a
bloody war and save the lives of
many of their countrymen. In view
of the situation of the armies in
Minchuria delays are more than dan-
gerous.
In spite of the loss of lives in New
Orleans and elsewhere in that vicin-
ity the yellow fever epidemic there
will result in good, paradoxical as it
may seem. The general cleaningi;
of the south which has followed ,
efforts to stay a spreading of till
scourge will have made of the sail-
tation a great benefit because of this
cleaning. Truly in this instance will
New Orleans' loss be other people's
gain.
soon as able to get down to work. LOVINGHe said that he anticipated a MAO





Activity Prevails at Many Places in
Leading Lines.
New York, August 5.—Dispatches
to R. G. Dun & Company indicate
that trade has made further progress
in the right idrection. Activity pre-
vails at Buffalo in all leading lines,
and there is confidence regarding fal/
trade. General merchandise is iti-
ive for the sea-on at Pittsburg. Clear-
ance sales of summer goods by he
department stores supply the only
trade activity at Philadelphia, and
manufactuhers of clothing and lum-
her. report a good demand. A large
fallhaed winter trade is anticipited at
Baltimore and payments are up to
the average.
The jobbing trade at Kansas City
continues active. O'wing to the quar-
antine restrictions trade it New Or-
leans is quiet. Memphis reports un-
usual dullness in jobbing, but manu-
facturers are business. Business is
quiet at Louisville and collections
only fair. Leading lines are active
at St. Louis and a few cancellations
are reported on account of quarantine.
Retail trade is dull at Cincinnati, but
fall wholesale clothing business is;
despite some cancellations from
the South. Chicago reports that de-,
minds tipon productive and distribth
tive lines show steady expansion as
crop prospects improve, interior be-
ers are numerous in jobbing circles,
manufacturing plants are more att-
ive, and structural work increases.
Trade is satisfactory at St. Paul.
Crop news is favorable at Portland,:
Ore., retail trade brisk on account of
the large number of visitors, and
there is a good export dhrhand Joe
lumber from the orient.
Bank exchanges this week of all
leading cities in the United States are
$2,3Ro.t4o,353, a gain of 42.4 per cent.
over last year and 32 per cent over
tbe corresponding week of 1903. •
Pittsburg Coal No slack, no slate:
no clinkers.
H. WITTE SLIGHTLY CURIOUS.'
His Visit to Wall Street Only to See
the Workings of the System.
It is again believed in St. Peters-
burg that the 12th inst., which is the
ahniversary of the birth of, the czaro-
witz, will see the issue of the czar's
Promised call for a national assem-
bly, a declaration of fi amnesty anè
probably an announcement of peace.
Russia's hope, therefore, is a new em-
pire under tho4e favors.
New York, Aug. 5.--Gregory Wil-
enkin, atm financial agent of the Rus-
sian government, says: "The state-
ment in this morning's papers to the
effect that Mr. Witte is sounding
American financier- with a view to
the placing of a new Russian loan in
the United States .is wholly without
foundation. Mr. Witte's visit to
Wall street yesterday was t ne of cu-
riosity simply.
"It is quite true that he had inter-
views with some of the leading finan-
ciers, and no doubt hewill have inter-
views with many more. But.all af
these gentlemen are personal friends
and acquaintances of Mr. Witte who
;crew him during his term of office as
Russian minister of finance and the
call% were of a purely social charac-
ter and had no relation whatever to
a Russian loan. Naturally as Mr.
Witte has long made a study of
economic questions it gives him great
plea-ure to discuss with the men of
affairs of this country these import-
ant questions with a view to learning




Passenger Engine in West Kills
Three Persons in One Day.
Huntington, W. Va., Aug. 5.—The
Guyandotte Valley pa-senger train,
from Logan to this city, had an un-
lucky run Friday. killing three men
and injuring another. Frank Adkins
was struck by the train shortly after
leaving Logan. while crossing the
tracks, was inertantly killed, A com-
panion was seriously injured.
John Ashan, an aged farmer of Bar
botusville. was killed as the train
reached that point. He . tcod on the
track directly in front of the train,
thinking that it ran. upon another
track.
While the engine ha returning to
thehrotindhoteee aftt, arriving-in Mt
city, George hirchhieho was w
on the track, was .6; and in
• Congreehrian Flankhead, of Alai
barns. hl' in Waehington lath
I raiek gave -gut the opinion that 414
i
the depahlen' ent scandals would cer-


















































Conflicting Statements Are Made
Concerning Telegraphers' Strike.
St. Paid, Aug. 5.—In the Northern
Pacific and Great Northern. Railway
telegraphers' strike both sides are
making claims that they are g-aintrig,
Pre-ident Parham, of the Telegraph-
ers' union, says the ruen,hare remain-
ing loyal Ito the unions and are winnins
toter men who refused to go out.
General 'Mkna ger Horn, of the
Northern Pacific, on the othee hansth
made file positive statement Friday
that lw would ,have every vacancy fill-
ed before the end of next week, eve
if pone of the menswho have ar
-5 t,tike return. '•
"Vre- are get t ngtenen irons a 
of the country," he *aid, a '!our
case looks very good to rut
GETS BAIL
(Concluded From Page One.)
bcrt in the main office before he came
into the room where I was, but could
not understand what he said. I rec-
ognized it as his voice. -He was talk-
ing in aloud and excited manner.
"Rose did nut put a dollar of mon-
ey in the company; on the other hand
I was the only man who put a dollar
in the Kentucky Mill and Lumber
company. I put $5,000 into it. It
was capitalized at $5o,000. Rose did
not put in the company property on
the South Side of town valued at
$4,5oo. The office fixtures were val-
ued at $800, and we paid Rose $40o
for his half interest in them.
. "I and Rose owned the majority' Of
the stock in this company, and when,
we entered into this agreement that
was spoken of at Cairo, we represent-
of a majority of the stockholders."
Mr Loving went on the stand about
5.3o o'clock in the afternoon and re-
mained in the chair testifying for
about an hour. After he finished De-
tective 1'. J. Moore was introduced,
and he substantiated what . Loving
bad stated about Rose higreeing to
resign and relinquish all stock held in
the concern, after exposure of hi%
theft of the two carloads of lumber.
After the evidence was completed
Hon. Hal Corbett argued for thirty
minutes on' behalf of Mr. Loving,
while Attorney John B. Wickliffe, of
Wickliffe, spoke for the prosecution,
for fifteen minutes.
Acting Judge David Cross then an-
nounced, without much comment, that
he would hold the accuser over to
the circuit court grand jury which
meets next months in $teh000 bond.
Mr. Loving then furnished surety of
the following well known men: Dr.
J. T. Reddick, Ell Guthrie, the dry
goods merchant; .Mr. Harry Meyers,
the jeweler; Mr. W. C. O'Bryan, the
real estate man; Lawyer Cecil Reed,
and Mr. Amos Ciwsley, the railroad
and coal man of here, who has been
the pas: year up in Eastern Kentucky
wherShe and others control large in-
terests. On supplying this b nd it
was accepted and Mr. Loving then
lekrft the city hall for his home.
In holding Mr. Loving over, the
judge does not do so on any specific
charge, but to answer to any indict-
ment that may be found against him.
The Physicians' Testimony;
In the testimony e4 the phystcian%
before the coroner's jury the techni-
cal terms used were confusing and in
the report in these columns yesterday
it is thought by some that an injus-
tice was done. If so, it was not in-
it THE
RACK[T STORE
WE ARE STILL CUTTING THE PRICE ON MANY LINES OF
MERCHANDISE AND TRYING TO ilAKE MORE ROOM FOR
NEW GOODS. THE COST HAS NOT BEEN CONSIDERED AT ALL;
THEY MUST MOVE. A GLANCE THROUGH THE ITEMS WILL







STRIPES AND NEAT FIGURES
CUT FROM 75c TO eoc; HAVE
ALL SIZES.
FANCY STRIPED GINGHAM
SHIRTWAISTS CUT FROM soc
TO 39c EACH—ALL GOOD COL-





A NICE LOT OF LADIES'
WHITE LINON SHIRTWAISTS
IN THE VERY BEST STYLES RE-
DUCED TO VERY TEMPTING
PRICES—A 98c SHIRTWAIST
WITH NEAT TUCKS IN FRONT
AND BACK AT :75c EACH.
A $1.co SHIRTWAIST THAT IS
A LITTLE BETTER, HAS WIDE
TUCKS DOWN FRONT AND
BACK, AT 75c EACH.
A $1.50 DOTTED SWISS SHIRT-
WAIST, A VERY SWELL GAR-
MENT, AT $1.12.
A $1.00 SURPLICE WAIST RE-
DUCED TO 75e.
A $148 SHIRTWAIST WITH
EMBROIDERED FRONT, AT Ilt.rt
EACH. WE HAVE MOST ALL
SIZES IN THESE SHIRTWAISTS.
WE HAVE A SMALL. LOT
THAT WE HAVEN'T ALL SIZES
OF, CUT TO ONE-HALF PRICE,
A VERY NEAT 'LACE TRIM-
MED SHIRTWAIST THAT WAS
$148, NOW 75C; TWO SIZES. 40
AND 42. A DANDY THAT SOLD




A NICE LOT OF INFANTS'
AND CHILDREN'S PINK AND
BLUE LACE HOSE, REGULAR
PRICE WAS asc, NO Wt.55ic PAIR.
SIZES RUN FROM 454 TO 11.4.
—
URCRAMOMPSON
407 BROADWAY. PADUCAH. KY •
tentional on the part of the mrsage- — -mere The fact of the business is
tirat before the autopsy the opinion
of all of the physicians who testified
was purely speculative, and the au-
tope)' showed that in some pareicu-
lsrs they were. right and in some
they were wrong, and it is, but natu-
ral that the views of the physicians
hould differ just the same as the
opinions of the witnesses in the mat-
ter of the shots fired, the pohtion of
the body or the statemenes 4.ver-
heard.
The Attorneys in the Case.
The case was ably handled on both
sides and every effort possible put
forth for the respective sides. NIT.
Hal S. Corbett conducted the exam-
ination of the witnesses for the de-
fense and added much to his high
reputation as iman of ability; he was
ably assisted by his associates, Mr.
J. C. Flournoy. Mr. Cecil Reed and
Mr. Thos. B. Harrison, these four
gentlemen ranking among the best
attorneys at the local bar.
The cemmonwealth's side was in
the hands of Mr. Eugene Graves,
county attorney, Mr. W. F. Bardshaw,
ex-commonwealth's attorney, and Mr.
John Wickliffe. of WickliSe, men
skilled in the practice of law. Mk.
Gaiveir conducted the examination of
the,, witnesses for his side and they
put up a strong Freht again* granting
the accir ed hail. Special Judge David
Cross presided and on several occas-
ions he read a lecture to the attor-
neys ftorn the bench. His rulings
were fair and impartial.
HORSEMAN IS 'FATALLLY CUT
Got Into a Fight With Other Horse-














Admission--General, ac; Grand Stand, 35e; Box seats, 8oc
Seats on Sale at Smith & Nagel's.
Game Called at 3:30 p. m.
Full Supply of The New SchoolHuntington, W. Va., Aug. 5 -Capt.
hrs. Crocker, prominent hotel keepeh.
nd hometnalt. was fatally out in rin.
iiconnter with P.• H. Jergen, of this
city, W. E. Ingram and Walter MAy-
hew, of Ohio, all well known horse-
men, and an unknown jockey, who et-
caped into Kentucky. he other
men have been arrested. The cutting
grew mit of a controversy between
Crocker -and Ingram over Crocketh
hie-se being ruled out of the rack geho
terday. Crocker was fearfully ctit.
there being five long gashes across
his body; one of whiCh barely missed Maj. Thomas Lawson, formerly a
his heart, and recovery is impossible. member of the Isorieville bar, but of
late an inmate of ..ths Confederate
,New Vork has its Venice in al?-
Home at Pewee Vallity was struck
betie shack village built along, the wa-
a Louisville and Eastern electric
er. between Manhattan and' Coney car Friday night and in•ointly killed.
Two negroes- were t lastWhile the huiMings border- 
it if zetteaburg, V . They
were charges-I with being ; try
the waterway -Vek the elegance
historic beatity T,t- the palaces on
the grand canal, they are comforts-
le platters.
Books at Harbour's Book Department
WE HAVE WHAT YOU NEED AND WE KNOW WHAT YOU
WANT.
It is nretty well understood that you can buy your school books and
supplies from us at a better advantage than from any other store in Pa-
ducah. Hundreds of customers believe this and tell thei rfrifnilf 0(4
It. Why not try us once? Bring us your old school books. We btay
everyone that has any value.






soll-sto Fraternity Balding. .
Office also Park Mil's. Ma: Ky.
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KING OSCAR SATISFIED THAT
NORWAY CAN'T BE CON-
TROLLED.
Is Now Anxielua,,,eo Place His Son On
Norwegian Throne, It Seems
From Indicatiorts.
Berlin,• Auguet S.—An intimation
Vies been conveyed to certain high of-
ficials of the German government and
S 49 important members of the diplo-
matic corps in•Ilertin that King Os-
‘car is pow secretly anxious to place
a Swedish prince on the throne of
Norway. The Kaiser's recommenda-
tion of the wisdom of such a step has
done much to weaken King Oscar'e
earlier prejudice against accepting
Norway's invitation. Although the
king. is 'recently as last week, pas-
sionately declared himself unwilling
to supply the Norwegian "revolution-
' eiste" with a Bernadotte King, unleAs
4Swenden should ask it,. he is now
Mid to cherish the earnest wish that
the Swedish people would suppress
their resentment and, expressing
themselves to a man, woad -permit
'm to send one of his sons to Chris-
' W • tiana.
ft is especially due' tothe Kaiser
that Oscar has been bsotteln en un-
derstand that were there Be otteaird
kings ruling aeiStockholm ••Cleris-
tiana there would be a unity.ol feel-
ing, throughout the Scandinavian pen-
insula far edeonger than the late Deist-
ical unibe. with alh.its controversies.
Foreign ,Minister Lovland, of Nor-
way. ipteueted to "your staff corres-
pondedt .the following personal .tries-
lige to King Oscar;
"Tell His Majesty that the Nor-
wegians wish, from the bottotras of
their hearts, for a Bernadotte king.",
/ et The message was delivered to His




Pleased at thisseirctiodly Cordial Re-
ception Al.M K Wit!e,
• St. Petersburg, Augu-t 5.—The
• newepapers generally express satisfac-
tion with tile tutexpectedly eordial re-
ception reorived by M. Witte in the
United State. in which public opinion
all along AO been ,pr*,ed .as being
favorable tW'Japan. init 'a More opt-
nestle tore regarding the chances of
succe, *al outcome of the peace ne-
gotiate 4 is manifested. With a
few e eptiona they find themselves
in ti-ftottgh sympathy with the pose
tiodPhf afr, Wittga exprysed in in-
leryiewr viite'hA"'on hie arrival in
eNew York. Several journals repro-
duce in their editorials, elenost phrase
for phrase the ideas embodied in the
statement given out by Prof. De-
Martens The public generally is also
in a more hopeful mood. Dispatches
from NevitYgr with European com-
ment „A grae.ro col-umns e sifv ewepaper. and in-
deed. the forthcoming conference at
Portsmetith seems to he overifhadsvw-
ing the important events now taking




ram to, Ralifoot Lake Isid,- Assure&
k 1 rib
Union r, Tenn., Aug. 5. --I t
seems a nred finzt,that a trolley
line reg railroa4epill eteto
from Pa Jtinction to Recifecit
I ake. c y the way of Union
Cley. An eel re a d y been ar-
ranged he •:7. E. Thresh in
charge as se , and funds are
being Bbevally trnbecribeel fen- the ur -
yen. 121r, ir pbriet the ,sith
inst. Choice rt (his month
prominent intervals& citizens will go
to New York to comp/etc all twee.-
sary fmerneitri -wrrentremeirta, .irriti act-
us! vrotk will cowmen on the road
about the first 0 to nd bemush
td rapidly to c lef foad
will he a gr t niots City,
passing as itedcant t h come of
he richest eonntry in the state, and
will be i great convenience to !sports:
men from all over the country who
eStrish to visitothe mon prennieent 'hunt
Wing and fishing resort in the Smith.
roe, a Week for The Register.
•
IMP In





State Senatorial Committee Held a
Session to Declare Wheeler
Campbell Nominee.
At the meeting last evening of the
Paducah Traveling Men's association
at the Palmer, there were installed
the newly elected officers who were
chosen several weeks ago. They are
Mliltoo Sanchez, president; Herbert
Hoover, secretary and Sins Hecht,
treasurer. 'The new directors are A.
R. Grouse, G. F. Buchanan, C. E.
Renfro, Louis •Cornilland and R. C.
Benner,
Labor Day Committee.
This afternoon at the Central La-
bor Hall on North Fourth street,
there will be held the regular Sabbath
afternoon session by the executive
committee that has charge of the la-
bor day ceremonies. Quite a number
of important reports are to be made.
as the day for the affair is gradually
drawing to a close. ,
Degree Team.
Mc. Frank Just, elected as worthy
conductor at the installation of the
new lodge of Eagles last Wednesday
night, is selecting his degree team,
and states that he will have a tam of
eighteen men, and expects to have
one of the best teams in the state, if
not in the entire South, as soon as
he has sufficient time to arrange for
drills, work in the ritual, etc. It is
probable that no new members will
be initiated at the next meeting on
Wednesday evening, so as to give
the team a chance to perfect their
work. There are a number pf new
memtiers awaiting admission, how-
ever. Three directors and a lodge phy-
sician will be selected at the next
meeting
Declared Nominee.
Yesterday the Democratic commit-
tee for this state senatorial district
he'd their meeting at the office of
'Chairman W. A Berry in the Frater-
nity building, and declared J. Wheel-
er Campbell as the nominee of the
party for the state senate from this
district, composed of Carlisle, Ballard.
McCracken and Marshall counties.
Campbell was the only candidate for
the position.,
Council Maeda..
frinnorrow evening the hoard of
council holds its repear session, it
being the first of the month. There
will he considerable business corning
before the authorities for transaction
College Committee Meets.
The committee in charge of the
Methodist college proposition con-
tinues working daily getting their op-
tions upon different sites, and mak-
ine arrangements to bid strongly for
The location here of the institution.
They have under consideration many
excellent locations around the out-
skirts of the city. but do not want to
divulge their location until ,every-
thing is' definitely settled on a re-
gards prices, etc.
The committeemen will meet next
Wednesday afternoon again to furth-
er report their progress and talk over
things.
THE JAP WON.
Case of Brute Strength Against Or-
iental Science.
Asheville, N. C, Augu-t 5.—in the
presence of 2,000 people Prof. Ono,
Japanese instructor of jitt-jitsu at the
Annapolis naval academy, lest night
defeated 'Big Tom" Frisbee, of
Madison county, N. C., in a mixed
wrestling match at the altditorium.
The men were matched for the best
two out of three falls. Ono secured
the first fall in one hour and twelat
minotes and the second in 35 seconds.
Both falls were obtained with a stran-
gle hold. Frisbee fallmg to the mat
exhausted at, the end of the second
it.; It was brute strength against
Oriental' science.
The Japane.e weighed me ponnds,
and stands 5 feet 6 r-2 inches, while
Frisbee tipped the scales at 305
pounds and is 6 feet 5 1-2 inches high.
Yellow Fever
SCOURGE IN NEW ORLEANS IS
FINeeING NEW VICTIMS
IN PLENTY.
However, There is Satisfaction Over
Fact That Government Takes
Charge of Situation.
New Orleans, August 5.—Reports
of four deaths during the night in the
emergency hospital were made to the
city board of health today. There
were, also a number of new cases re-
Ported. Fourteen cases of persons
Mier than Italians were contained in
the 9ffieial report of the past twen-
ty-lour hours, showing that other na-
tioealities are coming to be infected.
Ane Irisfurian was among those who
died in the emergency hospital. The
bulk of the cases continue to come
from the Italian quarter, but the
wraps on file in the health board's of-
fice begin to show infection at many
other poihts, though there has been,
no actual spread yet from outlying
infection, alt cases being traceable to
the original infection.
At a meeting of the co ex-
change in New Orleans yesterd y
was decided by the health authorities
and business interests of the city to
request the federal government to
take full charge of the fight against
the epidemic of yellow fever, and,
acting under instructions from the
meeting, Gov. Blanchard wired the
president to that effect. The presi-
dent at once instructed Surgeon Gen-
eral Wyman. of the Public Health
and Marine Hospital Service, to do
everything possible to comply with
the request from New Orleans and to
make a prompt report on the sub-
ject. There is much satisfaction over
this action of the government.
AFTER TWENTY-SEVEN YEARS
Mother Finds Son Who Graduated
From Nashville School.
Laporte, Ind., .Aug. 5.—Dr. Home
Lippe, who graduated from a Nash-
ville medical echool last February,
and who had not seen his mother for
twenty-seven years, returned to In-
dianapolis to visit' her in March. His
perente had separated when he was
but 4 years okl and the father had
taken the Children. After being home
for a few months Lippe disappeared
June ale, and all 'nieces of him were
lost. Mrs. Beeler, hi mother,
sought for him everywhere, but could
not locate him. She had given him
up for dead, when she received word
Thursday morning. His brother, who
is superintendent of an Indian school
in Chilocco. Okla.. had found him in
a demented condition hi a hospital in
Cincinnati. Lippe was a heavy drink-
er, and * it supposed that hiselemen-
tie was cato•ed by excessive drink.
OPERATIONS BY
JAPANESE ARMY.
Rain Ceases and Forward Movement
Expected Within Few Days.
Gen. Nogi's Headquarters, Japan-
est Third Army. Manchuria, Aug. 5.
Via Funsan--After many days of
almost continuous rainfall the weather
is clearing, thus giving hope of re-
newed operations by the army. The
Chinese aesert that the downpours of
the present rainy season were the
heaviest in twenty years Last week
ai a result of a sudden torrent of
rain, two Chinese carts with eight
horses and two drivers were complete
ly swallowed up on the main road
leaden( toward Harbin. The ground
is sandy and absorbs water rapidly,
an that military operations will be pos
sible within a week after the rains
finally cease.
inurance Commissioner Henry R.
Prewitt will leave Wednesday for
New York, where, acting in conjanc-
tion with commissioners from ether
states, a thorough investigation into
the affairs of three big life insurance
companies will be made.
Yesterday a number of the rail-
roads running into New Orleans dis-
continued their through trains to and
from the yellow ‘fever infected dis-
trict •
—Subscribe for the Register.
A Candidate
e-
W. j. BRAYAN'S THIRD BOOM
LAUNCHED AT BANQUET
IN WISCONSIN.
No Loneer Free Silver Shouter, a
Change Comes Over Orator of
The Platte.
-
Mile•aukee, Wk. Aug. 5.—Wm.Jen-
nings Bryan, virtually see:tree:king
the political peinciplee that ceesed his '
defeat in Ike and 193o, will undoubt-
edey tee Democratic nominee for
president in Igoe. He his publicly
outlined his ideas Of the platform
that should be adopted. ,It is radical
enough to keep his radical followers
in line, and it is conservative enough
to win the suppprt of most of the
Demecrats who repudiated him in for-
mer campaigns.
Bryan's hold upon his party is un-
doubtedly illustrated by the fact that
Wisceinsin, one of the most conserva-
tive states in the union, has already
declared for him. The outcome of
the hanquet given in his honor at
Mladieore on the evening of July 28,
i• sedhational in its widespread sig-
aace—more than 300 representa-
tive 'Democrats who attended it
latincbed Bryan's third boom for the
presidency, pledged the state to him,
and tOok steps to organize the move-
ment to place the party standards in
his hands once more.
Twie features of this affair ace so
remarkable as to excite general com-
ment. One was ehe ardor with which
Timoehy E. Ryan, Wisconsin's na-
tional' committeeman, spoke in favor
of Bryan for the presidential nomi-
nation At St. Louis last year, Ryan
was conservative in a marked degree.
He did everything in his power to
prevent Bryan from getting control
of tile Wisconsin, delegation.
In his keynote speech at Medison,
Bryan relegated free silver to the
rear. He stated that in future years
free silver coinage might be neces-
sary to give an adequate supply of
currency, but since the first national
battle;over the question had been
fought many large and unexpected
disco les of gold had been made
and tat in consequence the total cir-
culati n of curtency had increased 50
per clot. within lees than ten years.
It wa in order to give an adequate
suppineof currency that the Demo-
crats had urged free silver coinage,
he said, and the result upheld their
position that more currency was need-
ed.
Bryan has indorsed government
nwnerehip of railroads. but this, like
free silver coinage, might be a stum-
bling block, and so in his address he
stated that government regulation
should be tried first. If that failed,
he said. government ownership would
be inevitable.
Conservative men have weighed
Bryan's keynote utterances very care-
fully and they unite in the opinion
tfiat a great change has come over
him. Many Republicans are openly
declaring they wile vote for him on
such a platform as he has outlined
unless the Republican party gets re-
lief from the trusts and from the rail-
roads.
Beer is spoken of by Xenophon in
bus hietory of the retreat of the ten
thousand. I was well known to the
Romans as the beverage of Northern
Fur ripe.
In the Belgian parliament, when a
member is making a leng speech.
brandy-and-water is supplied bim at
the expense of the government.
beliFve
River Ripplings.
The steamer Clyde will come out
of the Tennecsee river late tomorrow
night and lay here until 5 o'clock
Wednesday afternoon before skipping
out on her return trip.
The steamer Dick Fowler returned
last night frcrn Cairo and lays here
until 8 o'clock tomorrow morning be-
fere gnting out on her return to that
City.
The steamer Joe Fawler comes in
from Evansville today and lays until
1.0morrow- morning at to o'clock be-
fore skipping out on her return for
that city.
Yesterday the John S. - Hopkins
left fpr Evansville and returns again
Tuesday.
The steamer Kentucky left for the
Tennrseee river yesterday afternoon.
She Comes back again next Thursday
night. Captain King Hale says the
unknown negro found floating in the
Tennessee river opposite Mechanics-
burg several days ago, was a darker
teemed Fitzgerald employed as deck-
hand on the Kentucky. The negro
was drunk and fell overboard at Star
Lime Works, above here, last Sunday
and was drowned. The body was bor-
ied here, where it floated.
The Reuben Dunbar will come in
today from Nashviele and leave to-
morrow for Clarksville at noon.
The City of Saltillo passed out of
the Tennessee river yesterday ree-i-
ing bound back to St. Louis.
The steamer Enos 'Baylor is being
worked on at the marine ways, and
it will take three weeks to put the
new bull under her.
The Lula Warren will get mit for
the Duck river tomorrow after a tow
of ties. Captain Mark Cole 'goes. up
in command of her. She will be
gone a week Or two.
GERMANY AND
SOUTH AMERICA.
Rapid Increase in Trade Due to Di-
rect Transportation.
Washington, Aug. 5.—Reports have
been received at the state and other
departments for the past five years
showing the rapid increase in the
trade of Germany with Seuth Ameri-
au. United States Censul Guenther.
at Frankfort, in a recent communica-
ion t6 this government, contributes
the following light on the subjett:
"Germany has forty-three large
steamships in her South American
service, and six moire are nearly ready
for launching. The forty-nine vessels
aggregate 217,195 gross tons. Most
of them are of recent construction,
nipeteen having been built in the
years toeo to 1905. They ply on four
rcutes, all starting frcm Hamburg.
connecting the latter port with the
La Pnata states and Brazil. Ger-
many's flourishing export trade to
South America. it is believed. is main-
ly due to this direct and prompt trans-
portation ersice."
American ,firma haying an estab-
lished business in South America corn
plaint that they cannot even ger a catY
iefactorv mail -ervice.
Subscribe for the Register.
The Louisville
Everting Post,
An Independent Newspaper at the
Rate of Only
25e PER MONTH BY MAIL.
A department for everybody.
FAIREST EDITORIALS,Shenheres
on a BEST POLITICAL ARTICLES,sheep.< back is an unfailing barome-
BEST MISCELLANY,ttr. The curlier the wool the finer ,BEST SHORT STORIES,wilt be the twreher. 
!BEST BOOK REVIEWS,
I BEST CHILDREN'S PAPER,Charles T. Yerkee, the London , BEST HOME NEWS,traction magnate who has been very BEST CONDENSED NEWS,
ill for' sometime, is to make a !Ca BEST MARKET REVIEWS,
trip kr his 'health. !BEST OF EVERYTHING.
the wool
e..ontlectictit fruit growers say this ONE YEAR 
BY MAIL:RICE 
S3.00year's peach crop will be the largest SIX MONTHS  bizoever harvested and of unusual fine THREE MONTHS St.sequality!: 9NE MONTS 
Sample copy if you wish.
i 
Sex
The boycott against American Address Circulation Dept.. •ge--)dri 'continues to spread in China. THE EVENING POST,
according to reports from tha.t land. Louisville, Ky.al
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Rubber Stamps .11.41ad.e at Home
Can he appreciated more than
those made ' elseiehere. we
are preptreckota furnish all








In fact, anything in Rubber Stump






The recollection of the quality of
our prescriptions remains long after
the price is forgotten.
HAYES
L. A. Philbert, Ph., G., Mgr.
7th and Broadway. Tel, 756.
Prescriptions called for and deliv-
ered free of charge dnywhere in the
city.
IM1111=111111111111e 
Four Cents a Pound
SEND YOUR ROIAH PRY
LAUNDRY TO THE PADUCAH
TOILET SUPPLY COMPANY,
FOUR CENTS A POUND. SPOT-
LESS WORK AND PROMPT DE-
LIVERY. OLD PHONE 1215.
C. B. Hatfietd
IS WRITING INSURANCE FOR
THE NORTHWESTERN MU-
TUAL LIFE OF MILWAUKEE,
HE SOLICITS YOUR BUSINESS.
YOU WILL DO WELL TO SEE
HIM. ROOM 12, TRUEHEART
BUILDING. OLD PHONE, OF-
FICE, IN; RESIDENCE, 316.
COAL
most heat, burns up clean and makes no clinkers
Family Lump, well screened llc bu.
Law-Nut 10c bu
Plache yo;ar order for coal with us
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Our Kind of Cut Prices Move Them
Outman-Look At These Prices
There's No Magic Like Price Magic
To Move Surplus Lots of Seasonable
Merchandise.
Preparing For. Fall.
WE ARE GOING TO MAKE AUGUST ME
MORABLE FOR ITS
TRADING OPPORTUNITIES. IT WILL PAY YOU 
TO WATCH—
IT WILL PAY YOU TO INVESTIGATE. THA
T IT WILL PAY
YOU TO BUY GOES WITHOUT SAYING. IT 
PAYS ANYBODY
TO BUY A WANTED THING WHEN THAT 
WANTED THING
CAN BE BOUGHT AT A QUARTER TO A THIRD 
LESS THAN
ACTUAL VALUE.
Women, it's your Wash Suit chance and you should take advantage
of it. Every Wash Suit to be sold at one price or another. Some are
only $3.50 that were made to sell at $6.50 each.
Patent "Looscarf" Collars, Men's up-to-date linen collars, with the
easy necktie adjuster, advertised the best on earth. Come and try them;
I2Y2C each. We have other splendid collors at 8c and roc.
A bargain sale of leather Suit Cases. All leather $4 Suit Cases at
12.98. $6.00 leather Suit Cases at $4.48. $7.00 Suit Cases at 498.
A brilliant triumph in Men's Shirts at 15c each. Three hundred in
this lot at 25C and five hundred at soc. You'll like them. Everybody does.
It pays anybody to buy slippers and Oxford Ties in this sale. White
Oxford Ties at 65c, 75c and Si. A great sale of women's black slippers
and Oxford Ties at 75c a pair. Another big offering of misses' and chil-
dren's Slippers at only 75c a pair.
A delayed shipment of muslin Underwear will be on sale this week.
There's to be bargain days of Shift Waist selling such as will be long
remembered. Try to get an early selection from these lots of pretty white
lawns and China silks.
Our August Skirt Sale has money-saving possibilities that yau s
hould
investigate. Panama cloth, mohair, striped gray effects, E o-ne 
are plain
plaited or box plaited, others ate trimmed with stitched tabis, graceful
flare at foot. Worth a third more than they are now priced. T
hose who
want the best skirts at the lowest prices should not fail to come here and
investigate.
A great sale of sheer za54 whits Lawns at only 81/sc a yard. In ad-
dition to being an extraordinary bargain it is just the kind of white goods
that is most wanted now.
Our McCall's stylish patterns at 15c will help you to do still more
saving.
25,000 yards more of a roc Dress Gingham will be closed out at 5c a
yard.
1,000 yards more of roc Lawns, mostly pinks and blues and black
grounds with white figures, will be closed out at 5c a yard.
Thousands of yards of remnants of all kinds of merchandise will be
closed out at reduced prices.
This is a house-cleaning sale to make ready for the great fall stock that
we have been preparing for many months.
Four groas of embroidered Wash Belts and pretty Stock Collars have
been reduced to only to and 15 cents each.
Harbour? Department Store
oe111111111111111•11111111111111a 




CARRIED THROUGH TO EDDY-
VILLE BY MARSHAL
' M'CULLOM.
H. B. Duncan Brought Back Here
From Los Angeles, Cal., to
Stand Trial.
Marshal Wm. NicCullom, of Kutta-
s‘a, has passed through here en route
*back to Eddyville, Ky., with E. B.
Schlitzbaum, who is charged there
with stealing shoes from the branch
penitentiary during the time he was
shipping clerk for this department
while serving a sentence for .embez-
zling from the American Express
company at Fordsville, Ky., while rep
resenting the company at that pcint
as agent.
Marshal McCullom located Schlitz-
baum at Portland, Oregon, and went
out there three week., ago for him,
ju,t getting back. Schlitzbaum was
released from the penitentiary at FA-
lyvillc last winter and it was
after he had gone that the discovery
ssas made that he stole the hundreds
dollaessworth of shoes from the
factory by shipping them out in a
shrewd manner to his confederate
outside the wall-.
Duncan Brought Back.
H. B. Duncan has been brought
back from Los Angeles, Cal., and is
now confined in the county jail here.
He was brought in from Louisville
by Deputy U. Marshal Walter
Elackburn and locked up.
Duncan is the man charged with
going to the resort of Lucile Tram-
mel, of West Court street last year
and buying some beer. He then of-
fered in payment of the purchase a
$20 counterfeit bill which was imme-
diately detected by the woman who
turned it back. The efficers got next
and arre-ted Duncan, who gave bond
for his appearance before the United
States grand jury that investigated
and returned a bill against him. When
'his case was called for trial last Mord
in the fedefal court here it developed
that he had skipped out. His bond
v:as declared forfeited and a search
started for him with the result that
he was located in LOS Angeles and is
now brought back by the United
States authorities who carried him
around by the way of Louisville.
It was reported that the unknown
white man found dead under the straw
pile on the Reynolds farm near May-
field was Duncan, but this proved to
be a mistake as the identity of the
unknswn has never been established.
-COLLECTED BY
ASTRAL BODY.
Almost Prisolesa Antiques Rejected
jity Stanford University.
San Francisco; August 5 —The Ex-
aminer says: "Thomas Welton Stan-
ford. brother of the late Senator
Stanford, has offered to donate to
Stanford University an almost priee-
le-s collection of antiqttes. which he
says were collected for him from
Egyptian tombs by the Astral body
of a blacksmith mystic, who took but
twenty seconds for the round trip
from Egypt to Australia. The name
of the blackernIth medium, or Mahat-
ma, is C. Bailey, and it is said that
some of ibe leadirs scientists of the
world belive in his work as a coin-
Timer with the inhabitants of the As-
Aral world, snd his ability to perform
-seeming miracles. Dr. Tordan, how-
ever, has n-,ade it clear that this col-
lectiort, the list- of which includes
gnarly article of ozrent value as anti-
quitieu. will not he accepted. busing
his olbjection on the openly-avowed
method gf its collecting
it is annottneftd that Emperor Wil-
liam tad King V. •rd are to meet
on and kiss an., ke up old differ-
ences.
Notice of Sale
BY UNITED STATES SPECIAL
COMMISSIONER
In the District Court of the United
States for the Western District
Of Kentucky.





Notice is hereby given that pursu-
ant to and by virtue of a decree 
in
the above entitled cauw, by the above
running thence at right angles from
Fifth street and towards Fourth
street, one hundred and seventy-two
feet, thence southisiaraly towards
Court street, and at a right angle,
thirty-one feet to the division line or
fence between said lot and the lot oc-
cupied by the public school' building;
thence along said line and in a west-
wardly direction one hundred and
seventy-two feet to Fifth street,.
thence with the line of Fifth street
thirty-one feet to the beginning point,
together with all the rights, title and
appurtenances thereunto belonging or
in any way appertaining. Being the
same property conveyed to it by J.
W. Campbell and James Campbell
by deed dated the 4th day of July,
1902, and duly acknowledged and de-
livered to the defendant company on
entitled court, Hon Walter •Evans, the 17th day of J.uly 1902, and re-
Judge, attest July s. 19°5, I. the un- corded on the 28th day of July, reos,
dersigned, Special COMM:Ssioncr, in lileCracken county court clerk's
stritl sell at public auction to the high- office
est and best bidder, upon the terms The terms and conditions of this
hereinafter sta:ed, at the county court salesale are as follows, that is to say:
house deer, in McCracken county,
state of Kentucky, in the city of P, made according to the rules and
Said sale to be conducted and1
chicah, at i -..00n on the 14th day practice of and subject to confirms-
August, less, the same being the first tion by this court, and to satisfy the
day of the McCracken county court, amounts due and to become due as in
as an entirety and as one property, said deo:cc provided for amounting
and not .n separate parcels, all and to 5252,625.00 with interest from the
singu.lar the property of the defend- 1st <by of July, 1905, at 5 per cent.
ant, said People's Independent Tele- The purchaser or purchasers may
phone • .mpany, hereinafter more use and apply in making payment of
spe'cifica r described and all the right, the purchase price any of the out-
title, kit rest and equity of redemp- standing bonds or over-due coupon9,
tion of -aid People's Independent secured by said mortgage in said de-
Telepho; a Co., in and to said prop- cree mentioned, in a manner and to
erty, des ribed as follows, tovrit: the extent as in said decree provided
Being :1 the property, real and and such other judgment as the
personal), ad wheresoever situated, court may hereinafter make; provid-
of said I' sple's Independent Tele- ed, however, that no original bid will Notorious Kelly Gang Cause Tempo-
phone CO., 'eif1.7 party of the first be accepted at said sale for less than
part, whether is pos-ession, remain- $75,000.00 and unless the purchaser 
rary Reign of Terror.
der or reversior, or in action, and shall, when the property is struck
now owned or hereafter to be ac- down to him, at once pay and deliver
quired, al: the telephones, telephone to said commissioner on account of
lines, telephone exchanges and sys- his purchase, the sum of $5,000 oo in
terms now belonging to or hereafter a certified check, payable to John R.
to be acquired by said Telephone Puryear, clerk of said court. And the
company under its present or any remainder of said purchase money
future corporate Posvers, all, Iran- shall, within twenty .days from the
ehises, granted by the city of Padu- confirmation of said sale, or such
cab, Ky., privileges, rights ease- further time as the court may allow
rnents, licenses, poles, wires, conduits, on application of the purchaser for
cables, batteries, switchboards, appa- good cause 9hown, complete the pay-
ratus, appliance', tools, implements, ment of the entire amount of the pur-
material, supplies, office furniture chase money. Said -9plocial commis-
and fixtures now owned or hereaf- 9:toner will then make, execute and
ter to be acquired by said telephone
company; all other machinery equip-
ment to and chattel property of every
kind and nature, used in connection
with its telephone exchanges and
systems and now owned or hereafter
to he acquired by said telephone
company, and all it; tolls, rents, in-
come, chose, in action, claims and
demands of every kind and descrip-
tion, now owned by it or hereafter to
be acquired; and including not only
all its property and rights of every
kind in the city of Paducah. county
of McCracken, in the state of Ken-
tucky, but all its propert right and
rights, rea', personal and mixed, tan-
jOble and intangible, wheresoever
situated,' now owned or hereafter to
he acquired.
Also the property known as the
Alexander system of telephones, same
being line., exchanges and poles in
the countie4 of Crittenden, Union,
Webster, Lyon and Livingston, in the
Mate of Kentucky; and also the fol-
lowing extensions of lines, from the
city of Paducah to the Marshall coun-
ty line in Kentucky, and to Lone
Oak in MCCracken county and to
Smithlancl in Livingston county,
Kentucky, including submarine ca-
ble across, Tenneseee river.
Alen the following described real
estate with improvements thereon,
situated in Paducab, Ky., on the East
side of South Fifth street between
Brataidway and Kentucky avenue, for-
mlerly Court street, described as fol-
lowsi:
Beginning at a point in the East
line of Fifth street, one 'hundred and
iieventy-three feet and three inches
07'3 ft. 3 in.) from the Southeaet
isorntre( Fifth and Broadway streets,
 AMMO
NEW HARDWARE HOUSE
We have just opened an up-to-date and well stocked!hardware de-
partment for our establishment, and are :carrying a [mammoth
stock recognized as one of the finest in the state. It includes
Stoves, Base Burners, Cuttlery,71nware, Wood enwar-
iteware, Carpenter and Brick-mason Tools.Wire 'Nails, Builders'
Hardware, and in fact a line of goods equal to that carried by the
leading houses of the country.
Being buyers in large quantities, and on a basis with lead-
inghouses, we are in position to give the best for the least money.
Dont buy before calling and seeing our varied stock.
U. Rehkopt Saddlery Co.,





deliver to said purchaser or purchas-
ers a deed to said properties as in
said decree provided, the plaintiff
and the People's Independent Tele-
phone company to execute and deliv-
er, under the direction of the said
special commissioner, ihe convey-
ances executed by them respectiveleo
by way of confirmation and for the
insurance of title to the purchaser or
purchasers, his. its or their assigns,
of all and singular, the mortgage
property and premises and every part
and parcel thereof, of every kind
and description and wherever situat-
ed, 'heerby directed to be sold by
maid colinnissioner; and a lien will be
retained in said deeds to further se-
cure.the payment of the unpaid pur-
chase price.
In witness whereof hereunto sign
my hand this the 8th day of July,





Strike on Railway Cause of Sanguin-
ary Conflict.
St. Petersburg, Aug. 5.—An official
oaccunt received here of a strike on
the Novorossiski Vladi Kavkaz rail-
way describes a sanguinary encounter
between the troops and workmen who
were attempting to prevent the dc-
Mrtnre of a mail train.
. After one Cossack had been kitled
the strikers advanced meuseingly,
whereupon the isdentrY fired, killing
thirty, of the atriker• and wounding
t .nStsy - t
New York, August 5.—The notor
bus Paul Kely gang, to which much
lawlessness and crime have been at-
tributed, began a temporary reign of
terror in the lower East Side today
by a raid and window smashing of
stores within half a bock of police
headquarters in Mulberry street, and
ended by beating a man so badly that
he may not recover. With plate-glass
windows crashing first on one side
and then on the other in thy vicinity
of Houston and the .Bowery, tifty an-
gry policemen tried in vain to catch
the elusive robber,. A coffee-house
was next raided, the gang's only ob-
ject being to smash up the dishes,
which was done after the waiters
had been thrown into the street. The
police were hot on the trail of the
toughs by this time, and were just in
time to rescue Christo Colojanes, a
Greek, after his face had been lacerat-
ed and two ribs broken. The gang
were robbing him of his pennies and
nickels. Only one member of the
party was caught and arrested.
Try Pittsburg and be convinced it
is the best you ever had.
KENTUCKY, AN
"OPEN STATE."
Refugees, However, Will Be Subject-
ed to Examination.
'Louisville, Ky, August 5 —The
state boards of health has issued a
proclamation announcing that Ken-
tucky will be an "open" state as far
PS refugees from the fever infected
districts of the South are concerned.
The refugees will be subjected to
estiviatcminatiOn,. however, aiftd Tin be
detained temporarily in camps which
will be established at once near the
principal cities and_ towns of the
Al! pavenger coaches will be thor-
oughly fumigated and all conductors
of passenger trains and captains of
steamboats are appointed inspectors
end 4tequited to , Immediately report
all eases of a suspicious nature.
It as decided to open a school of
instruition in Louis;ville at once,
I
Nvhere train conductors will be taught
bow to errs, out these regulations.
Special Sale
On Wall Paper.
THE GREATEST BARGAINS IN WALL PAPER THAT HAS
EVER BEEN OFFERED TO THE PUBLIC. YOU CAN PAPER
A ROOM, SIDE WALL, CEILING AND BORDER TO /LATCH
FOR THE SMALL SUM OF ONLY•65 CENTS. NICE PLAIN FLO-
RAL DESIGNS THAT OTHERla ARE SELLING AT 6 CENTS PER
ROLL, WE WILL SELL YOU AT ONLY ti/ac PER SINGLE ROLL,
OR' 3 CENTS PER DOUBLE ROLL, ALL NEW AND
 BEAUTIFUL
DESIGNS. ALSO NICE HANDSOME DESIGNS AT sc, tot% isc, 20C
AND UP TO boo PER SINGLE ROLL, ALL KINDS, ALL PRICES
TO SUIT THE PEOPLE. NEW PA NELL EFFECT. INGRAINS.
DESIGNS IN CORNICE AND—EVERY CONSIEVEABLE COL-
OR AND LOVELY AFPRINGED BORDERS TO MATCH. ALL.
,
COLORS IN BURLAPS.. .ALSO HANDSOME WOOD EFFECTS
JAPANESE FIBRE, ALL COLORS. THE VERY LATEST DE... 
SIGNSIN ALL NEW PAPERS. WE AkS0 CARRY A FULL LINZ
OF BEADLbliall, ROOM MOULDING, PICTURE FRAMES, WIN- 40
DOW SHADES, CANVAS, TACKS.AND BUILDING AN DROOPING
PAPERS. CALL AND SEE OUR NICE LINE OF SAMPLES AND
BE CONVINCED THAT WE WILL TREAT YOU RIGHT AND
GIVE YOU THE BEST VALUES FOR TH.E MONEY.
C.C.LEE
Corner 3rd & Kentucky Ave.
Undertakers and Embalmers,
130 SOUTH THIRD ST, PADUCAH, K1.






























































































3. K. Headrick J. 0. Miner
HENDRICK A, MILLER
LAWYERS
Rooms 1, a and 3 Register Build-
hag, 523 1-2 Broanw3y.
Practice in all the courts of the
*tate. Both phones 3t.
• 1 Paducah
Mattress Co.
for First-class Upholstering, Mattress
Renovating and Fine Repairing.
We store, pack and ship furniture us
short notice.
PADUCAH MATTRESS CO.
Its to 319 South Third It
4, G. C. DIUGUiD,
ATTORNEY"ATIMJW.






Room is and 14 Columbia BI'dg.
Old Phone tag.
„FLOURNOY & REED
• , • LAWYERS 0
Room to, is and le. Colactbi
Paducah. • - • . Kasiteicio




anti and sta. Fraternity
rev
gpract't- 4" 61: ,ourts of Ky.
sad IL-
h. ROBT. J. RIVERS
•P tso NORTH FIFTH STREET
Both Phones 35
Office Hosrst S to to a. in., I to 3
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roe Room Notel--High and
Well Ventilated.
A NICE PLACE TO
YOUR VACATION.
THE BEST OF HOTEL
COMMODATION 8, AND
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S. P. POOL, Manager
GUY NANCE, Asst.
sos South Third Street.
Residence over store.





















































Our increase in business has corn-
lled us to have our store enlarged.
'e will offer special prices during
e months of August and September.
re quote a few specials:
Genuine Rogers teaspoons, $1.50
ade, 75c a set.
Genuine Rogers tablespoons,
rade, $1.50 a set, 75c for 3.
Genuine Rogers knives and forks,
.00 grade, $2.75 a set.
Roger Bros. 1847 knives and forks,
.5o grade, $3.50 a set.
A soliclogold watch, Elgin or Wal-
am movement, $12.50.
A Seth'Thomas mantel clock, 8-day,
A gOld filled 20 year guarantee case,
lgin or Waltham movement, $8.25.
Many other bargains the price
hould make you see the goods..
$3-00
. Engraving done- free on each arti-
le. Respectfully.
ye See Jewelry &
Optical Co.
Twenty years experience.
. A. Konetzka, Jeweler and Optician.
31 Broadyaw-Yellow Front.
llinois Central R. R.
Niagara Naiis-August 4th, and
rain No. 104 of August sth, round
rip $17.05, good returning for 12
Lays. Tickets will be accepted from
uisville only on morning traia No.
6, B. & 0. S.-W. R. R. in connection
ith C. H. & D. R. R. from Cincin-
ati, Pere Marquette and Wabali
ailroads. 0
Atlantic City-K.1 trains of August
rd, round trip $21.55 in connection
with C. & 0. R. R. from Louisville,
nd good on all trains of that line,
caving Louisville August 3rd, and
eturning until August' 14th.
Atlantic City-All trains of August
oth, round trip $21.55 in connection
ith B. & 0. S.-W. R. R. from Loins-
ilk and on all trains leaving 'that
lace August loth, good returning for
2 days.
Louisville, Ky.-July 3oth and 31st,
round trip $695, good returning until
August lo(h.
For further particulars apply,
J. T. Donovan, Agt. Paducah, Ky.
G. C Warfield, T. A.. Union depot.
A FUMBLE
AND PIMPLE
GAVE VINCENNES ONE RUN




For that Tired Feel-




Chills and Fever. For
sale by All Drug Stores
Price 50c per Bottle.
GREEN GRAY
"The Old Reliable Barber," the
"King of Razors," has moved from
408 Broadway to to9 South Fourth
soviet (red front) and wishes to wel
come all his old friends and custons-
era.
DR. W. C. EUBANKS,
ziomecrpathist.)





The city candidates tor the various
offices to be voted for at the demo-
cratic primary Aug. 21 will speak at
&Mowing time and place. Everybody
invited to come out and hear them.
The speakings will occur at 8 o'clock
p. m. at the places and on the dates
below given;
Mlec:ianicsburg, corner Myers and
Farley streets, Augu-t 8.
N., C. & St. L. depot, August 9.
Union` drug store, Tennessee and
Goebel avenue, August to. •
Old 'depot, corner Eleventh and
ittoadway„Augurt. it.
I. C. freight shed, Sixth and below
Trimble, August 12.
, Gallman's, corner Twelfth and Bur-
nett, August 14.
Fire station, corner Jones and
Tenth streets, August 15.
Savage voting place-, corner Six-
teenth and Monroe, August 16.
County court house, August 17
Market house, August 18.
City ball, August t9.
Come one, come all, and bring your
friends and hear what they have to
say. Every citizen should be inter-
ested in the affairs of the municipal
woverrwrient of hi, city. Bring your
wives and children: nothing Will be
airre'r done that will mar the tendes•
est refinement of the bearers.GLIM mks'
Subscribe for the Register.
Princeton  
Cairn 
first place. This should make the
next series with Cairo interesting.
McClain Pulled down a long fly
from Wilkinson's bat in the seventh
inning that looked good for three
sacks.
••
'Cairo will give Paducah four hard
battles as the Egyptian city team has
been strengthened since last playing
in Paducah. .
FORM AND The Belvederes will gg to Metrop-
Was INVINCIBLE. 
ol.:; today and play a boy team. Bat-
teries-For Lelvederes, Willett and
Shepherd; for 'Metropolis, Gray, and
Ellie
Lloyd Pitched His First Game and
Allowed But Three Hits-Cairo
Won Another.
PADUCAH AND CAIRO
TIED FOR FIRST PLACE.
How They Stand.
W.
Paducah  9 6
Cairo  9 6
Vincennes  7 8
Princeton  5 to
Yesterday's Results.
Vincennes 't, Paducah o.













An error in the first inning, follow-
ed by te three base hit, gave Vin-
cennes one run and the game. The
Indians were not dangerous only in
the first inning when Gilligan walk-
ed and went to second on McClain's
infield hit. Gilligan tried to purloin
third base but was an easy out, Mc-
Clam reaching second. Taylor also
walked. Perry fanned ani Bohannon
fouled out. This was as near as Pa-
ducah came to scoring. The locals
never got a man to third base. John-
ny Duggan was in condition and had
an assortment of twisters the Indians
could do nothing with.
Lloyd pitched his first game of the
season and was a surprise. He had
speed to let and a quick curve that
was very effective. In the second in-
ning he struck out three men. Lloyd
will probably officiate regularly in
the box if Piatt, Who jumped to
Hickman, Ky., does not return.
Perry, who has been sick, was back
at short, Gilligan at first and Ftrahic
in right garden.
The Indians had seven errors
only one proved costly, and that
a fumble by Bohannon.
Vincennes' one run was made in
the first inning. French flied to Pero
ry and Wilkinson went out from
Lloyd to Gilligan. Cooper hit a
grounder down to Bohannon, who
furnbled and let it get away from
him. Hippert sent Cooper home with
a triple to right. Barbour *went out
from Perry to Gilligan.
The official summary follows:
Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 h e
Vincennes I 0000000 0-1 3 0
Paducah 00000o00 0.-o 5 7
Earned runs, Vincennes 1. Three-
base hit, Hippert. Stolen base, Bo-
hannon. Sacrifice bits, Donovan,
Forney. Double plays, Bohannon to
Perry. Left on bases, Vincennes 6,
Paducah 4. Struck out, by Duggan 5,
by Lloyd 4. Bases on balls, off Dim-




Many Hits, Few Runs.'
Cairn. III., Aug. 3.-Cairo knocked
the ball aM over the lot this afternoon,
using up three pitchers, one, Ma-
gielles, a new find by Ray. Feet field-
ing by the visitorl kept down the
score. Cairo's errors almost gave the





sen and Downing; Taylor and Lemon.
BASEBALL NOTES.
A large crowd should be out to
see today's game.
Today the 1905's play La Center
at the latter place.
The L. A. L.'s left yesterday
Missouri to play eight games.
Frakes will pitch today fog Pa
cab and Perdue for VincennEs.
The F. W. Cooke go
today to play the first
city.
The Old Heads and
will play this morning
park.
The Princeton fans have collected
enough money to run the team an-
other week. In the meantime ais at-
tempt will be made to get sufficient
funds to carry the team through the
season, which ends September 20.
President Brown stated yesterday
that he thought there would be no
tremble for Princeton to get enough
subscriptions to finish the season. If
the fans had. not been successful
Princeton was to dtop out today.
Six triple plays made this season in
the major league are: April 15, Pitts-
burg in Cincinnati-Clancy to Clarke
to Richey; April 24, /Washington in
New York-Patton to Stahl to Cas-
sidy (American league);; June 1, St.
Louis in Cincinnati-Beckley to Arndt
to Tbielman; July IT, Cincinio°in
Boston-Wolveeton to Moran to Ten-
ney to Moran; July 14, Coreoran to
Huggins to Schlei and Steinfeldt to
Huggins; July 26, Cincinnati in New
York (National Leagne)-Dahlen to
Gilbert to Bowerman to Bresnahan to
Gilbert.
Wiley Platt pitched Friday for
Hickman, Ky, against McKenzie,
Tenn., at the latter place. A special
from there says: The McKenzie
Skeeter; played Hickman this after-
noon, the game resulting in a tie. It
was considered the best contest ever
seen here, and but for the wildness of
Francis the Skeeters would have won.
McKenzie took the first game of the
series, J'uly 4, 8 to 3. 'Hickman then
sent to Paducah and got the crack
battery, Wiley Piatt and Brahic. The
coming of the celebrated Wiley was
heralded far and near, and drew a
large crowd. Piatt pitched effective
ball, striking out seventeen and al-
lowing only five hits. Francis struck
out ten, but gave four bases on ball;
and made a balk. The same teams
play tomorrow. The Skeeters will
also play the Nashville, Chattanooga,
and St. Louis team from Nashville.
The latter team claims the amateur
championship of Middle Tennessee.
The summary- r h e
MicKenrie  4 5 1
Hickman  4 6 1
'Francis and Rainey; Piatt and
Brahic.
No Vacation




Mrs. Hyde Calls at Deparlment for
Husband's Salary. but 'It Is
Withhe'd.
JURY AGVN DISAGREES.
Was Out Forty Hours in Case of
Congressman Williamson.
Portland, Ore., Aug. 3.-For the
second time, after deliberating for
over forty hours, a jury in the Unit-
ed States district Court has reported
to Judge DeHaven that they were un-
able to reach an agreement in the
case of the United States against
Congressman 5. N. Williamson, Dr.
Van Gesener and former Conerniesion-
er Marion 0. Briggs, charged with
conspiracy to suborn perjury in con-
nection with the securing illegally a
part of the public domain, and was
discharged.
At the pre/ions trial the jury was
discharged after *liberations which
lasted almost two days.
During the trial, which was con-
cluded today, the case was even more
bitterly contested than during the
first, and the failure or the jury to
arrive at a verdict is a keen disap-
pointment to the prnsecutio'n, which
believed that it had made out a much
stronger case than in the former
trial. The jury stood 6 to 6. The




Arrival Made Occasion of Most En-
thusiastic Welcome
Manila, August 5 --Secretary of
War Taft and party arrived here on
the steamship Manchuria yesterday.
Their arrival was made the occasion
of an enthusiastic welcome. Gover-
for nor General Wright, !stlajor General
1 Corbin, Rear Admiral Train, withstaffs and official reception commit-






Vincennes and Paducah wind up
their eeries today, and Cairo comes
tomorrow.
Uhl, formerly with 4Tenderson, is
playing first base for Peoria, of the
"Three l" league
Dulanque got 16 bits off Edwards,
of Decatur. Friday, winning by the
score of 12 to 2.
Paducah and Cairo are now tied for
I •
Luminous shrinspe have been dis-
coveired"by the Prince of Mlonacos in
j the course of his deep-sea fishing in
the M'editerannean. They live at a
depth of from eleven hundred to 'tie-
teen hundred fathoms, and are stud-
ded with small phosphorescent spots
which light their way through the
gloomiy depths.
Washington, Aug. 5.--3ecretary
Wilson has determined not to take
his annual vacation doing the pr - -
gress of the investigation he.i.s con-
ducting in the department o: agricul-
ture. He had intended to leave \Vasil-
ington on August i to accompany
Chief Forester Gifford Pinchot on a
tour of the Western forest reserve:.
This work will now be left to Mr.
Pinchot.
"If any person has any reason. to
inspect the integrity of any if my em-
ployes, now is the time for him to
speak," said the secretary. "I am in
the inspecting business now and want
to get at the bottom of any rumere
or facts that may be brought to :he
department. I am making inquiries ,
en my own hook but at the ame time
I will bring the searchlight to hear on
any employe whose actions may be
the subject of the suspicNoas of outsjd
ers. Let them bring in-their hints of
wrong-doing and we will find out
whether there is foundation for them.
Why, a fee, days ago I solved two in
one day.
"The weather bureau and the bureau
of animal industry were said to Ir Id
scandals. I believed then there was
no foundation for the charges, but I
had also believed that Holmes, the
former associate statistician was not
guilty of wrongdoing. I was in er-
ror in regard to Holmes, so I accepted
the charges against the bureaus men-
tioned as a ba•is for investigation. I
found that the charges were without
foundation."
Mrs. John Hyde, wife of the former
chief of the 'bureau of statistics, who
is now in Europe, visited the depart-
ment today in an effort to collect the
salary that is due her husband.
She was told that the bureau was.
under investigation by the department
of justice, and the amount due her
husband would have to be withheld
until this investigation had been con-
cluded. No word has been received
from Mr. Hyde since his cablegram
to Secretary Wilson saying he would
return from Europe as "soon as pos-
sible." Mrs. Hyde has learned that
her husband is suffering with new
carbuncles. He had trouble of this
character when he left the United
States. It is not known here whether
thei recurrence of his ailment will de-
lay his return home,. The department
of justice is very anxious' that It.
should come to Washington without
delay, and he has been cabled not to
lose time unnecessarily.
'Many of the nfficeie of steamships
running to this port are afflicted with
a new eye disease which, for want of
a better naane, some of them call the
"fog eye." It is an inflammation of
the eye caused by_ peering into the,
fog, and while painful, it soon pa. ees
away.-Poston Transcript.
New York has on hand y( -
fever -Inflect Cases.
BOY BANDITS ARE
CAUGHT IN THE ACT.
New York's Precocious Youths Ar-
reoted With the Goods On.
New York, Aug. 5.-Two boys in,
knickerbockers attempted yesterday,
tt, loot a house in West Eighty-
feurth street. They forced an ent-
rance with all the care and skill of
experienced burglars, but were caepht
as they emerged through the front
door carrying a bag, in which were
jewelry, cigars, camera films, memo-
randum books and thimbles. In the
loot was a valuable pearl necklace.
The entire lot is valued at $t000.
The boys are both from good fam-
ilies, and ellen parent were thunder-
struck when summoned to the police
station and told of their exploit. One
was twelve years of age; the other
fourteen. Neither would say much
about their expkit, but they took
no pains to show they were proud of
it.
A passerby who was made suspic-
ions by the actions of the two boys,
was instrumental in their capture. He
called three policemen, who, on inves-
t:gation, found that the boys had
prized open a trap-door on the roof
and broke through a lo'avy wire
screen beneath, by dropping en it a
stone weighing thirty pounds. With
a rope ladder they then descended
and carefully ransacked the house,
whose owner was absent in the coun-
try.
Two detectives, who had been peot-
cd at the front door, captured the
youthful burglars when they sallied
out vcith armloads of spoil:.
In an ugly wreck to: the Rnckwond-
Johnstown train f the B. & 0. road.
Thursday, forty passengers made a
miraculous escape from death. One.
however, was fatally hurt and several
badly. A broken rail threw the train
dasn a high embankment.
Fearful atrocities are charged to
M. Liegot, a French officer, who died
ender mysterious circumstances. He
was stationed in China.
•
Sante Ft= county, N. M., is about to
be forced into the hands of a receiver.
The county owes a million dollar, and
is unable to liquidate.
In a pistol duel near the Virginia
line, betkeen Berry Hensley and
Mose Middleton, Jr., the Tatter WO
instantly killed.
IlarveY Johnson, a negro preacher,
;s ender arrest at Hamilton, 0., on
:he charge of muri.er in the first de-
cree.
•
!traction for the theatre. He has sew- Fatal RAre You Bilhous? PeTnal Mention• eral big onto underi consideration.  eturn Trip]
•
• •
Mrs. Wm. D. McMahon and daugh-
Have you that tired, worn-out feel-
•=1•••=m.. ter-in-law, Mks. James McMahon
ing? Do you have blind or dizzy
spells? Do you have shooting pains
it' the head, back, arms and legs? Is
your appetite bad? If you have these
PINCKNEY CHILDRESS VENT-
URED BACK INTO CITY
AND IS NIPPED.
symptoms you need a Mr. La! D. Threlkeld is home from Scott Overton, Colored, Claim:, ThatSmithland.
Arthur Burks Stole His Revol-Mrs.--Gess Flournoy is home , from 
Salem, Ky.
+Mr. C. C. Grassham is in Calhoun, ver—Negro Women.visiting a sister in Mlayfield. y K ., on business.
Miss Lula Scott, who has been vis- Mliss Bessie Karnes is in Danville, Pinckney Childress was arreocditing Mrs. Davis, of Harrison street, visiting friends for a couple of yesterday by Officers Churchill andleaves tomorrow to visit in Mayfield. months. • Rogers and locked up on the chargeFrom there she goes to San Antonio,
Bile Capsule
The price is 5 cents each. This
week they cost you nothing. Their
value to you cannot be estimated be-
cause they may save you a long spell
of illness, or even your life. The




Prescriptions called for and deliv-
ered to any part of the city.
Phones No. 180.




BOARDING for ladies or gentie-
men at 714 Harrison street. New
phone 877.
FOR SALE—Young co v'i with calf
3 weeks old; gave four gallons milk
Friday. Telephone too6 or 1653r.
FOR RENT—Furnished rooms
withinottree blocks of Fourth and
11. Breirectway. Ring old.phone 613-4-
e 
. FOR RENT—Three downstairs
rooms, electric lights, gas, hydrant
and cistern water. Apply 513 North
. Sixth.
e
FOR SALE—for charges, one sofa,
2 boa mattresses, i leather couch.
Pacticah Mattress company, Third
and Oki.s
WANTED—Twenty non-union car
penttrs. Apply so K. D. Suell, at
Whittemore', office in Fraternity
FOR SALE—My farm in Arcadia;
• •ulso -fel blooded Jersey cows. Apply
to T. L. Crice or myself. Mrs. L. M.
Bloomfield.
•S
FOR RENT—House at 514 Clay.
Sewer connections and all improve-
ments. Call 533 North Sitxh, or
phone 1418, old phone.
LOST—One water spaniel dog,
eleven months old; comes to call of
'Buck;" black in color. Return to
Hal S. Corbett, 313 North Ninth
street, for reward.
WANTED—Young lady for office
work such as bookkeeping and type-
writing. Must be good at figures.
'Address in own handwriting, "Book-
"Ice.eper," care Register.
• 
• LOST—Downtown; gold watch
chain with gold Catholic cross on
one end, with Initials R. C. cut in
same. The charm is two gold cuff-
buttons. Finder return here and be
rewarded.
WANTED—Gentleman or lady of
good standing to travel with a rig or
'by rail. Salary, Soo72 per year and
o.sexpenses; paid weekly and expenses
advanced. .Address, with stamp, Jos.
• :A. Alexander, Paducah, Ky
41•••••
FOR SALE—A two-story frame
dwelling, seven rooms, laose recep-
tion hall, hot and cold water, good
out buildings, nice yard with shade
-*rem Wil sell on terms to suit par-
-chaser. Price reasonable. Apply at
924 North Seventh street. New
phone "elo. 63o.
•MM
Sunday Morning, Aug. 6, nos.
flygNIMINIMMI
LOCAL NEWS
• —Col. Bud Dale is on the sick list.
—The fiscal court meets Monday at
10 2. M.
—Mr. and Mrs. J. Henry Smith will
leave for Dawson this morning on a
sojourn.
—D. H. Riley and wife deeded to
C. F. Hastings and wife, land in the
-county. Consideration So600.
—Lon Bell aged 28, and Pearl
Hanon, aged 18, both of the city,
were licensed to marry Friday.
--Mr. Thomas Baker continues to
improve from his severe attack of
.congestion at his home on Ninth and
Madison greets.
—Born, to Ms. and Mrs. M. L. Or-
ange, at 1213 Kentucky avenue, Sat-
urday afternoon, an 8-pound girl.
a—The Illinois Central railroad an-
nounces that it has not cut off a sin-
gle one of its passenger trains and
funning them into as near a point of
New Orieans as the quarantine will
let the crews go..
ess- you oever 'ed Pittsburg
-Coal you don't know Ifow good it is.
Mrs: Elijah Newton, of Mayfield, is
; here on a visit to relatives.
Mrs. L. Sanders returned yes-
terday from •a several days visit to
Texas, for the winter.
Miss Matilda Hoover, bookkeeper
for the John Little plant, goes to
Daweon today for. a sojourn.
Mr. William Eades returned yes-
terday from Greenville, Ky., to spend
Sunday with his family.
Miss 'Albert Parkins and daughter,
Moilie leave 'tomorrow for Dixon
Springs, Ill.
Messrs. Robert Black and Will
Dicke left last night for a several
week's sojourn in Michigan.
.Asses Kate, laggie and Etta May
McNeil, of Huntingdon, Tenn., who
were called here by the illness of
their uncle, Mr. T. A. Laker, have re-
turned home.
A party compcoed of Miss Dora C.
Hummel, Sophia Howell, Louise Ba-
ker, Sofena Baker. Anna Thomas,
Louise Rottgering, Clara Lee, Ennna
Kleybeeker an%1 Augusta Theiring;
Mlessrs. Boyd Berryman, Will Rott-
gering, Charles Wanner and Gus Wei-
mann, will leave today for a sojourn
at Dixon Springs.
Mrs. Stanley M. +Clawson has. re-
turned to her home in Cincinnati af-
ter a visit to Miss Bess, Hall on North
Fifth street.
Mr. and Mks. Charles Richardson
and Miss Knight have gone to Ce-
rulean Springs.
Miss Elaine Evans, of Smithland,
is the guest of Miss Madeline Cook,
of South Fourth street.
Miss Nina Thomas. of Golconda,
El., and Miss Ella Thomas, of Sa-
lina. Kas., are here on a visit to Miss
Madge Davis.
Misses Lettie and Louella Smith
left Thursday for Atlantic City.
From there they will go to Washing-
ton and New York to purchase their
fall millinery.
IMise Bruce Wearer'. of Cairo, wi'd
arriee Tuesday to visit Miss Marjorie
Bagtiy.
Mir and Mrs. 0 L. Hurley. of
Smithland, are visiting the former's
father. Mr. M. I... Hurley.
Mts. McDiole of Fulton, Ky., and
Mirs. Paul Chandler, of Jackson,
Tenn, are t'le guests of Mrs. Percy
Paxton, of West Jefferson street.
Capt. R. D. Crider. of the Dick
Fowler, rtturns tomorrow from vis-
iting his family in Louisville. Ky.
rMinse. Emma Mix and Mary Gea-
gin leas - this week for a visit to
Evansve.
Mr. .1 F.. Bugg, manager of the
Holcor -Lobb Tie company, went to
Puryea- Tenn., Friday on business.
Mr. I sink Schmidt, the beer dealer,
went te Cumberlarriver Friday to
join a 1 srty of gertiRmen who are
going to Nashville on the gasoline
boat Pau' Jones.
Capt. Gorge 0. Hart has gone to
Jackson,' 'I can.. on business. .
Mrs. Charles Baker returned from
Savannah, Tenn., Thursday and left
for Dawson Friday to join her hus-
band.
Mr. George Juett, of Mayfield, is
visiting MY. Harry Clemente.
Mr. Frank Burrows, Mr. Tim Mur-
phy and Miss Lizzie Wise returned
Friday from a several days' visit to
Golcond2.
'Mrs. James. Lang and daughter.
Miss Cludia Lang, are home from a
sojourn at Dixon 'Springs.
Mrs. Ed Ware and daughter, Miss
Cassanda Ware, •gho hive been visit-
ing for several weeks in Los Ange-
les, San Diego and Santa Barbara.
Cal., have returned home.
Me. Calvin Frank, of Kansas City,
ie the g-uestsof his grandmother, Mrs.
H. Ansipacher, of North Sixth street.
MTS. Phil Murray, of East St.
Louis, and Mrs. Henry Schroeder of
Metropolij, are visiting Mrs. J. M.
Brown, oi 1035 Madison street.
Dr. W. C. Eubanks has gone to
Dixon Springs, Ill., on professional
business.
Mrs. India Johnson and Miss Flora
McKee -have returned from sojourn-
ing at Dixon Springs. e
Mrs. Robert W. Brown, of Louis-
ville, is here visiting Miss Jeanette
Campbell, of North Seventh. She is
the wife of Mr. Brown, who was at
Buffalo last month elected exalted
ruler of the United States for the
Elks.
Mr. Frank Preston, of Marehall,
Ill., is here visiting ihis nephew. Mr.
Robert Kreutzer, of era South Fourth
street.
Mrs. Charles E. Jennings and chil-
dren have gone to Smithland for a
visit.
(Mr. Logan Boulsyare left last even-
ing for Chicago to attend the annual
convention of the Window Dressesrsi
National Association.
I Mrs. Edrnonia P. Daniels. of NewYork city, is stopping with Mrs. Lau-
ra Fowler on her way to Smithland
from Memphis, Tenn.
I Mr. A. S. Lacy leaves today for the
South.
I Me. Calhoun Rieke returned yester-
day from a trip down the road.
Miss 'Annie E. Sharpe, of Naehville,
is the guest of Mrs. Janes Caldwell,
Ion West Jefferson.
I Mr. tlfomas W. Roberts. managet
of, tlgerKeqtucky theatre, left for Chi-
cago today to secure the opening at-
and children, are visiting in Nash-
ville.
Mr. J. L. Kilgore has gone to St.
Louis and Anderson, Ind.
Miss Francis Tempest Herndon .re-
turned yesterday from visiting in
Nashville.
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Baldwin, of
Smithland, are visiting Capt. J. E.
Williamson and family.
Russell M. McClean, of the I. C.
office, has gone for a two weeks' va-
cation in the upper part of the state.
Mr. Ben Reed, of St. Louis, left
yesterday for Eddyville, Ky., after
visiting his sister, Mrs. Rabb Noble,
of Arcadia.
/Mr. Coleman -Hayes went to Ma-
rion, •Ky., yesterdey on 'business. -
Mrs. Vara E. Boyd, of Lowes, Ky.,
is the guest of friends in the city.
MT. A. B. Smith left today for De-
caturville, Tenn., to meet his 'brother
J. T. Smith and accompany him to
Colorado for his health.
Mrs. Laura Miustaine, of Nashville,
is beer on a visit to her son, W. H.
Mlustain, of the Union depot, is suf-
fering from an attack, of typhoid
fever.
Mr. R. C. Benner went to Dawson
yesterday. .
Mr. A. E. Boyd left yesterday for
a visit to friends in Lower; Ky.
IMIrs. Mary Young is home from
Louisville.
Miss Lillian Gregory returned last
night from a weeks' visit to friends
at Fort Smith, Ark.
IMiss Alice Hovious has returned
from a visit to Isbenaphis.
'Miss Fannie Evans, of Marion. Ky.,
is the guest of friends in the city.
Miss Lillian Ferguson is visiting in
La Center.
Miss Mary Markey is in Mayfield,
visiting her aunt, Mrs. C. M Davis.
Me. J. C. Flournoy, who has been
in Chattanooga. Tenn., on business.
has returned home
Mks. Van Boyd and Mr. W. W
Boyd, of Lowes, Graves county, are
in the city visiting.
Mrs. V. A. Hutchinson and daugh-
ter, Miss Isabel Hutchinson, have re-
turned from a visit to Dover, Tenn.
Miss Maude Hunter, of Humboldt.
Tenn., arrives tomorrow for a visit
to Miss ttie Lou MeGlathery.
Miss May Mercer. of Memphis, is
visiting Miss Mattie Lou MeGlathery,
Miss 1.1fiary Strow and Miss Mary
Carter, of Benton, are at M/11. W. M.
Reed's on Wet Broadway.
Miss Dean, 'of Union City, is visit-
ing Mks. Harry L. Hollingshead, of
5o6 North Seventh street.
Dr. C. E. Whitesides and Mr Wil-
liam BrazeIton returned yesterday
from Creal Springs, Ill.
Miss Mary Bringhurst, of Clarks-
ville. Tenn., arrived yesterday to vis-
it 'Miss Julia Scott, of Eighth and
Nfladison streets.
Mr. J. E. Dye, the Buck Stove and
Range company man. arrived here
yesterday from Mayfield and goes to
Louisville tonight.
Mrs. Florence Bludsoe, of Vevay,
Ind., is visiting Mrs. Dr. W.hitesides.
of North Sixth street.
Miss Maud Babb, of Hampton. Ky.,
is visiting her sister, Miss Pearl Babb.
Mr. C. G. Kelly is uv at Dawson
for his health, which is getting bet-
ter. '
The best and cheapest coal in Padu-
cah is the Pittsburg Coal.
CHICAGO THIEVES ESCAPE.
Volley of Shots Causes Them to Drop
• Their Booty.
Chicago, Aug. 5.—Four officers of
the police force last night sent a fus-
ilade of shots after two robbers, who
had stolen goods valued at $2,500 from
a baggage oar standing in the yard,
on West Sixteenth streets The thieves
escaped without their booty, but three
iimocent persons were shot by the of-
ficers, none seriously, however. The
wounded are: Lieut. Janies Larkin,
shot in the wrist; Morris Cohen, shot
in the leg; Mrs. Cohen, ear shot off.
The robbers loaded the booty on a
wagon and drove to Israel Jacobson's
shop, where they tried to sell the
plunder to Jacobson. He kept them
dickering while his son ran to notify
the police.
Detective Voss saw the thieves half
a block down Union street and was
first to fire, after his command to halt
had been ignored. Then Lieut. Larkin
-Parted to empty his gun, and Officers
O'Hara aird Sullivan joined in the run
ning fusilade, but the robbers hurried
away on foot.
The party turned up Barker street,
and at length rounded into,Halstead.
Larkin. breathless, halted at the cor-
ner a moment, aimed directly at the
fleeing thieves and fired three shots.
Only one took effect, and that was in
his own wrist.
Followed by several hundred per-
sons who had been attracted by the
shooting, the thieves ran until they
reached a convenient spot, where they.
jumped into a buggy and escaped.
Cohen and his wife, who were sit-
ting in front.of their shop, were hit
by stray bullets.
of being an escaped chain gang pris-
oner. He was serving time upon the
chain gang several months ago when
one day he made good his escape and
has not since been seen hem. A few
doye ago he veneured back into the
city and was picked up by the author-
ities when they got wind of same, and
put -back in jail to serve out the re-
mainder of his sentence imposed last
winter. He will then be charged with
escaping from the gang and given an-
other judgment.
Gun Stolen.
Officers Singery and Alexander yes-
terday arrested Arthur Burks, colored,
on the charge of carrying concealed
in his poceet a revolver found thieve.
Scott Overton, the saloonkeeper of
South Tenth street, claims that Burks
stole the revolver from his place of
business. The accused was then
charged will two offenses, one of




Eva 'Johnson and Hattie 'Harris,
both colored, were arrested by Offi-
cers Silvery and Alexa'nder on the
charge of engaging in a scrap.
Accused of Being Drank
Dady Sands, %shift, was arrested
by Driver John Austin, of the patrol
wagon, and lodged in the cooler en
the ground that a multiplicity of
drinks had handicapped his navigat-
ing capacity and he could not steer
straight ward.
THE W. C. T. U.
Last Regular Meeting Of This Body
of Temperance Workers.
(Specially Reported. )
The meetings of the W. C. T. U. of
I aducah show an increase both in in-
terest and attendance.
On last Thursday afternoon Mrs.
Anna Friant read a mose impressive
article entitled, "Give thanks for
what?" in which the writer demon-
strated very conclusively that not
only /prosperity bu even adversity is
generally a blessing in disguise, and
that the true Christian "who dwells
on the heighths" will accept what-
ever comes as the will of God and
give thanks for all the lessons it
teat hes .
Mrs. Dorothy Koger read the ad-
dress of. U. S. Senator A. J. Beveridge.
of Indiana, at the unveiling of the
Willard statue in the capitol at Wash
ingtOn, I). C. Senator Beberidge
chose as his subject, "A Tribute to an
American—Miss Frances E. Willard."
and his address on this occassion will
pass into history' as one of his great-
est efforts. In the course of his ad-
dress he paid Miss Willard this beauti
ful tribute: "She made purer the ,mor-
al• atmosphere of a continent—almost
of a world. She rendered the life of
a nation cleaner, the mind of a peo-
ple sener. Millions of homes today
are happier for her; millions of wives
and mothers bless her ;and countless'
children have grown into strong, up-
right and beautiful maturity, who but
for the work of Frances E. Willard.
might have been forever soiled and
weakened."
Mrs. C. A. Norval, who hae recent-
ly returned from a visit of several
weeks in Eastern Missouri, gave an
interesting account of the' status of
the temperance question in that state.
She was surprised at the int•rest that
had developed•in the temperance que.
tion within the last few years, and
said that the Sunday closing law was
actually enforced, as conceded by
everyone. When questiorred as to the
cause of the growth of temperance
sentiment, Mrs. Norval said she at-
tributed it larger), to the educative
influence of the W. C. T. U., at Mis-
souri hoe for years been one of the
most thoroughly organized states in
the Union. She also said that the ef-
fective Sunday closing was undoubted
ly the result of GOT. Folk's vigorous
attitude on the question and the sub-
lime faith of the masses in his integ-
ritly as an executiw and as a man.
Mrs. Norval's talk was received with,
the closest attention.
The meeting next Thursday will
be evangelistic and will be conducted
by Mrs. Julia Miles.
•
Electric Light Notice.
All bills are due and payable at the
office of the company.. 120 South
Fourth street. Current will be dis-
continued if bills we not paid on or
before August to.
PADUCAH CITY RAILWAY).
Mrs. W. C. Schofield will open her
vocal eiass Sept. 1st and wilt accept
a limited number of pupils,. Appti
cetion* addresses to her residenee,
4oR South Third street, wilt reach her
in Chicago.
1 Two young girls, Toennie Hill, and
Mollie Adams, of Sa,nbotin, Ind., were
Dr. Sidney Smith will be back in kidnaped by three /nen and a 
woman,
his (Ince over Globe Bank & Trust , but were abandooted lbecattse of the
Con pauy about Auguirt0..- Ilot pursuit.
The Beauty Of This Beer
IS THAT EACH GLASS IS TWICE AS GOOD AND TWICE




IS SOLD EVERYWHERE AT THE USUAL PRICE. WHY
NOT DRINK THE BEST BEER BREWED WHEN IT
DOESN'T COST A PENNY MORE?' WHY NOT HAVE A






CUTS YN PRIC74 OF THE CHARACTER THAT PREVAIL
VihrE NOW MEAN LOSSES TO US BUT THE GAIN LE WORTH
WUCH TO OUR PATRONS, ESPECIALLY THE WISILONES WHO
TAKE ADVANTAGE OP THESE SAVING CHANCES.
2 PIECES FANCY IMPORTED LINENS, WORMY 75c, RE-
DUCED TO asc PER YARD.
ibo PIECES PRINTED ORGA NDIE, * asc QUALITY, RE-
DUCED TO 15c PER YAZD.
***IZCES OF LAWNS, MANY OF THEM 'NORTH RE.
D roe PER YARD.
White Wash Goods:-
A GENERAL REDUCTION H AS BEEN MADIGAN OUR WHITE
WASH WAISTS. AU EXTRA HEAVY CUT WAS SEEN MADE IN




LADIES' AND MISSES' BLA CE LACE HOSE. SEAMLESS, LT•
toe OR THREE PAIR FOR asc.
GE4T1' BLACK LACE SOCKS. A as QUALITY BUT wrnit
SMALL IMPERFECTIONS, AT r sc OR TWO PAIR FOR. asc.
B. Ogilvie & Co.
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GENERAL INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE AGENCY. SPEC.
IAL 'ATTENTION TO ALL CLASS OF GUARANTY BONDS. ,
DON'T ASK YOUR FRIENDS—WE FURNISH SECURITY.
Auli PHONE NO. 204, - -r-t7MS1111r411111.
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